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Introduction

The terms nanotechnology and nanoscience are concerned with the in-

vestigation and design of materials or devices at the atomic and molecular

levels. The prefix nano- brings us down to a billionth of a meter length

scale where only few atoms can find room. The promise and essence of the

nanoscale science and technology is based on the demonstrated fact that

materials at the nanoscale have properties (e.g. chemical, electrical, mag-

netic, mechanical and optical) quite different from the bulk materials. Some

of these properties are, somehow, intermediate between the properties of

the smallest building blocks they are made of, and those of the macroscopic

materials.

Drawing up an exact definition of nanotechnology, however, is quite a

difficult task. Even scientists working in the field believe that the answer

strongly depends on whom you may ask. Some scientists use the term to

describe almost any research where some critical size is less than a micron

while others reserve the term for systems involving sizes between 1 and

100 nanometers. There is also debate over whether naturally occurring

nanoparticles, e.g. carbon soot, fall under the nanotechnology area. Finally,

some reserve the term nanotechnology exclusively for manufacturing with

atomic precision whereas others employ the term to describe the use of

nanomaterials to construct materials, devices, and systems. In this work we

will refer to nanostructures as any material or device with submicron-sized

characteristic length.

The dawning of the nanorevolution can be ascribed to the physicist

Richard Feynman [1] (even though some criticism have been reported [2]).

In a renowned talk titled “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom” - it was
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6 Introduction

1959 - he hypothesized that atoms and molecules could be manipulated like

building blocks. The first proof-of-principle that atoms could be exactly po-

sitioned by a man-made tool (living cells, of course, have been positioning

atoms from time immemorial) took place in 1989 when scientists at IBM

manipulated 35 xenon atoms to form the letters IBM. That was the very

first example of the bottom-up strategy for producing nanosystems.

Several fields have been already involved in the nanorevolution: medicine

and pharmacology (from drug delivery [3] to stem cell manipulation [4]),

electronics and communication (e.g. for memory storage and semiconductor

devices [5]), consumer goods (like textiles and household products), catalysis

[6], energy storage, conversion and saving - and renewable energy sources

too [7]- and many others. It must be stressed that chemistry is from this

point of view a basic nanoscience since it provides - with both synthetic

and self-assembly approaches - the tools for the production of nanosized

materials.

In the world of nanotechnology the boundaries between chemistry, molec-

ular biology, materials science and condensed matter physics dissolve as sci-

entists struggle to understand new — and sometimes even unexpected —

properties. Even though these professionals are only on the first leg of the

journey, they have made significant progresses in synthesizing and under-

standing the building blocks of nanotechnology. In the following years, the

ability to employ these building blocks for the construction of nanodevices

of practical purposes will greatly increase. As a consequence the nanoworld

will get in everyday life.

Nanotechnology is currently — and partially it’s already happened —

moving into into so many aspects of science and technology including, among

the others, aerospace industry, bioengineering and biology, energy, environ-

ment and agricultural sciences, materials, manufacturing, medicine, mil-

itary science and technology. It is truly an atomic and molecular man-

ufacturing approach for building chemically and physically stable struc-

tures one atom or one molecule at a time. Presently some of the ac-

tive nanotechnology research areas include nanolithography, nanodevices,

nanorobotics, nanocomputers, nanopowders, nanostructured catalysts and

nanoporous materials, molecular manufacturing, diamondoids, carbon nan-
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otube and fullerene products, nanolayers, molecular nanotechnology, nano-

medicine, nanobiology, nanoparticles and nanocomposites to name a few.

This volume is structured as follows: Chapter 1 deals with nanosys-

tems in general and will present the main concepts of nanosciences with

particular emphasis on the properties and the applications of nanostruc-

tures. In Chapter 2 we will explore piezoelectric materials, focusing on

PZT materials and their properties. Chapter 3 is devoted to textiles and

geotextiles composites. The original contents are discussed in Chapters 4

and Chapters 5. The first deals with PZT nanoparticles, their synthesis

and their characterization. A smart synthesis for PZT nanosystem will be

considered. The latter is concerned with PZT-based nanocomposites. A

method for the electro-mechanical characterization of these nanocomposites

will be detailed, and the results obtained will be discussed.





Chapter 1

Nanosystems

In Chapter 1 we will dive in nanosystems’ world. A general discussion of

the nanosystems’ realm will be presented in Sections 1.1 and 1.2. The first

Section deals with the strategies for the fabrication of nanomaterials. The

bottom-up approach, which will be analyzed thoroughly, involves the em-

ployment of functional components, namely the building blocks. In Section

1.2 we will discuss the main properties of nanosystems and a brief hystorical

perspective will be presented. Finally, a summary of the principal applica-

tion of nanosystems and nanotechnology will be examined in Section 1.3.

1.1 The Building Blocks

The fabrication of nanomaterials falls into one of two categories: top-

down or bottom-up. In the top-down approach the key idea is to miniaturize

the macroscopic structures, components and systems towards a nanoscale of

the same. In the bottom-up approach the atoms and molecules constituting

the Molecular Building Blocks (MBBs) are the starting point to build the

desired nanostructure.

The top-down method involves carving nanomaterials out of bulk mat-

ter. The methods folling in this category are referred to as various forms of

lithography. Lithography can be understood through the concepts of writ-

ing and replication [8]. Writing deals with the design of a pattern on a

negative (usually a mask), while replication involves transferring the pat-

9



10 Nanosystems

tern on the negative to a functional material. There are several types of

lithography. Photolithography, which uses different kinds of electromag-

netic radiation, is currently used to manufacture computer chips and other

microelectronic devices [9]. Photolithography, as currently used, is not an

effective tool for fabricating structures with features below 100 nanometers.

E-beam lithography, a technique that employs beams of electrons to write,

can produce some nanostructures with high resolution, albeit in an essen-

tially serial fashion [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Soft lithographic techniques, such

as printing, molding, and embossing, involve the physical or chemical defor-

mation of the functional material to yield the desired structure. While soft

lithography can be used to construct less planar nanostructures, it may be

less precise than other techniques [15, 16, 17].

A second method of producing nanomaterials, the already mentioned the

bottom-up approach, describes techniques for coaxing atoms and molecules

to form nanomaterials [18]. One bottom-up technique, referred to as “po-

sitional assembly” involves using a probe to move atoms into certain ar-

rangements. The use of an atomic force microscope to individually position

xenon atoms to spell “IBM” is an example of this approach (see Figure

1.1). Although positional assembly allows control over individual atoms, it

is time-consuming, cannot presently be used to create complex nanostruc-

tures, and does not represent an efficient means for commercial production.

Positional assembly, as realized today, is largely a serial process: each step is

performed after the previous one is completed. Photolithography, by way of

contrast, is a massively parallel procedure — a very large number of features

are created in each step. Both methods are, however, largely restricted to

planar constructions or stacks thereof.

Self-assembly is another chemical bottom-up approach [19, 20, 21, 22].

Different atoms, molecules, or nanomaterials are mixed together and, be-

cause of their unique geometries and electronic structures, spontaneously

organize into stable, well-defined structures. Since self-assembly methods

are based on chemical reactions, they are simple and relatively inexpensive.

However, they do not always offer the precision necessary for constructing

designed, interconnected patterns that top-down approaches currently do.

Several categorization strategies have been employed to define the build-
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ing blocks of nanotechnology. For example, some scientists categorize the

building blocks into “soft” and “hard” categories [23]. Others describe two

different, popular ways of classifying nanomaterials. Nanomaterials are of-

ten classified in the literature based on dimensionality [24]. Crucial to this

classification is the concept of confinement, which may be roughly inter-

preted as a restriction in the ability of electrons to move in one or more

spatial dimensions [25, 26]. 0D nanomaterials, such as quantum dots and

nanoparticles, are confined in all three dimensions. Obviously, depending

on their size these nanosystems, they can be also classified as 3D objects

[27, 28]. 1D nanomaterials are confined in two directions and extended in

only one: electrons flow almost exclusively along this extended dimension.

Examples of one-dimensional nanomaterials are nanotubes and nanowires

[29]. Finally, 2D nanomaterials, which are confined in one dimension and ex-

tended in two, include thin films, surfaces, and interfaces [30]. Interestingly,

material structures currently used as elementary semiconductor devices fall

under this category [31]. Nanomaterials can also be divided into inorganic

and organic classes.

Figure 1.1: Xenon atoms on a nickel substrate positioned by STM. From

http://muller.lbl.gov/.

The most fundamentally important aspect of the bottom-up approach is

that the nanoscale building blocks, because of their sizes of a few nanome-

ters, impart to the nanostructures created from them new and possibly

preferred properties and characteristics heretofore unavailable in conven-

tional materials and devices. Metals [32, 33, 34] and ceramics [35, 36, 37]

produced by consolidating nanoparticles or micron-sized materials with con-

trolled nanostructures are shown to possess properties substantially different
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from materials with coarse microstructures. Such differences in properties

include greater hardness, higher yield strength, and ductility in ceramic

materials. The band gap of nanometer-scale semiconductor structures in-

creases as the size of the microstructure decreases, raising expectations for

many possible optical and photonic applications. Considering that nanopar-

ticles have much higher specific surface areas, thus in their assembled forms

there are large areas of interfaces. One needs to know in detail not only

the structures of these interfaces, but also their local chemistry and the ef-

fects of segregation and interaction among MBBs and also between MBBs

and their surroundings. Knowledge on means to control nanostructure sizes,

size distributions, compositions, and assemblies are important aspects of the

nanoscience and nanotechnology. The building blocks of all materials in any

phase are atoms and molecules. All objects are comprised of atoms and

molecules, and their arrangement and how they interact with one another

define properties of an object. Nanotechnology is the engineered manipu-

lation of atoms and molecules in a user defined and repeatable manner to

build objects with certain desired properties. To achieve this goal a number

of molecules are identified as the appropriate building blocks of nanotech-

nology. These nanosized building blocks are intermediate systems in size

lying between atoms and small molecules and microscopic and macroscopic

systems. These building blocks contain a limited and countable number of

atoms. They can be synthesized and designed atom-by-atom. They consti-

tute the means of our entry into new realms of nanoscience and nanotech-

nology. Nanotechnology molecular building blocks are distinguished for their

unique properties. They include, for example, graphite, fullerene molecules

made of variety number of carbon atoms (C60, C70, etc.) [38], carbon nan-

otube, diamondoids [39, 40], nanowires, nanocrystals and amino acids. The

above mentioned building blocks have quite unique properties which are not

found in rather small molecules. Some of these MBBs are electrical con-

ductors, some are semiconductors, some are photonic and the characteristic

dimension of each is a few nanometers. For example, carbon nanotubes are

about five times lighter and five times stronger than steel. Many nanocrys-

tals are photonic and they guide light through air since their spacing of the

crystal pattern is much smaller than the wavelength of light being controlled.
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Nanowires can be made of metals, semiconductors, or even different types of

semiconductors within a single wire. They are upwards of ten nanometers

and they can be made to be conductor or semiconductor [41, 42, 43]. Amino

acids and DNA, the basis for life, can also be used to build nanomachines.

Adamantane (a diamondoid) is a tetrahedrally symmetric stiff hydrocarbon

that provides an excellent building block for positional (or robotic) assembly

as well as for self-assembly. In fact, over 20,000 variants of adamantane have

been identified and synthesized and even more are possible, providing a rich

and well-studied set of MBBs. The applications of MBBs would enable the

practitioner of nanotechnology to design and build systems on a nanome-

ter scale. The controlled synthesis of MBBs and their subsequent assembly

(self-assembly, self-replication or positional-assembly) into nanostructures is

one fundamental theme of nanotechnology. These promising nanotechnology

concepts with far reaching implications (from mechanical to chemical pro-

cesses, from electronic components to ultra-sensitive sensors; from medical

applications to energy systems, and from pharmaceutical to agricultural and

food chain) will impact every aspect of our future.

1.2 The Importance of Being Nanosized

The Greek word “nano” refers to a reduction of a quantity — like size

or time — by 10−9, which is one thousand times smaller than a micron.

One nanometer (nm) is one billionth of a meter and it is also equivalent to

ten Ångströms. As such a nanometer is 10−9 meter and it is 10,000 times

smaller than the diameter of a human hair. A human hair diameter is about

50 microns (i.e. 50×10−6 meter) in size, meaning that a 50 nanometer object

is about 1/1000th of the thickness of a hair. One cubic nanometer (nm3) is

roughly 20 times the volume of an individual atom. A nanoelement compares

to a basketball, like a basketball to the size of the earth. Nanoscience and

nanotechnology can be defined through three factors:

• Dimension - At least one dimension from 1 to 1000 nanometers (nm).

• Process - Designed with methodologies that shows fundamental con-

trol over the physical and chemical attributes of molecular-scale struc-
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tures.

• Building block property - They can be combined to form larger

structures. Nanoscience, in a general sense, is quite natural in micro-

biological sciences considering that the sizes of many bioparticles dealt

with (like enzymes, viruses, etc.) fall within the nanometer range.

Nanoscale is a magical point on the dimensional scale. Structures in

nanoscale (called nanostructures) are considered at the borderline of the

smallest of human-made devices and the largest molecules of living systems.

Our ability to control and manipulate nanostructures will make it possible

to exploit new physical, biological and chemical properties of systems that

are intermediate in size, between single atoms, molecules and bulk materials.

There are many specific reasons why nanoscale has become so important

some of which are as the following:

• The quantum mechanical (wavelike) properties of electrons inside mat-

ter are influenced by variations on the nanoscale. By nanoscale design

of materials it is possible to vary their micro and macroscopic proper-

ties, such as charge capacity, magnetization and melting temperature,

without changing their chemical composition.

• A key feature of biological entities is the systematic organization of

matter on the nanoscale. Developments in nanoscience and nanotech-

nology would allow us to place man-made nanoscale things inside liv-

ing cells. It would also make it possible to make new materials using

the self-assembly features of nature. This certainly will be a powerful

combination of biology with materials science.

• Nanoscale components have very high surface to volume ratio, mak-

ing them ideal for use in composite materials, reacting systems, drug

delivery, and chemical energy storage (such as hydrogen and natural

gas).

• Macroscopic systems made up of nanostructures can have much higher

density than those made up of microstructures. They can also be
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better conductors of electricity. This can result in new electronic de-

vice concepts, smaller and faster circuits, more sophisticated functions,

and greatly reduced power consumption simultaneously by controlling

nanostructure interactions and complexity.

1.2.1 Atomic and Molecular Basis of Nanotechnology

The molecular theory of matter starts with quantum mechanics and

statistical mechanics. According to the quantum mechanical Heisenberg

Uncertainty Principle the position and momentum of an object cannot si-

multaneously and precisely be determined [44]. Then the first question that

may come into mind is, how could one be able to brush aside the Heisenberg

Uncertainty Principle to work at the atomic and molecular level, atom by

atom as is the basis of nanotechnology.

The Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle helps determine the size of electron

clouds, and hence the size of atoms. According to Werner Heisenberg “The

more precisely the position is determined, the less precisely the momentum

is known”:

∆p ·∆x ≥ h̄ (1.1)

Where ∆p is the error associated the measurement of a particle momentum,

∆x is the error associated with the measurement of the particle position

and h̄ is the Planck’s constant. It does not forbid the possibility of nano-

technology, which has to do with the position and momentum of such large

particles like atoms and molecules. This is because the mass of the atoms

and molecules are quite large and the quantum mechanical calculation by

the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle places no limit on how well atoms and

molecules can be held in place.

Although we have long been aware of, and many investigators have been

dealing with, “nano” sized entities the historic birth of the nanotechnology

is commonly credited to Feynman. Historically nanotechnology was for the

first time formally recognized as a viable field of research with the land-

mark lecture delivered by Richard P. Feynman, the famous Noble Laureate

physicist on December 29th 1959 at the annual meeting of the American

Physical Society [1]. His lecture was entitled ”There’s Plenty of Room at
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the Bottom - An invitation to enter a new field of physics”. Feynman stated

in his lecture that the entire encyclopedia of Britannica could be put on the

tip of a needle and, in principle, there is no law preventing such an under-

taking. Feynman described then the advances made in this field in the past

and he envisioned the future for nanotechnology. His lecture was published

in the February 1960 issue of Engineering & Science quarterly magazine of

California Institute of Technology.

In his talk Feynman also described how the laws of nature do not limit

our ability to work at the molecular level, atom by atom. Instead, he said,

it was our lack of the appropriate equipment and techniques for doing so.

Feynman in his lecture talked about “how do we write small?”, “informa-

tion on a small scale”, possibility to have “better electron microscopes” that

could take the image of an atom, doing things small scale through “the

marvelous biological system”, “miniaturizing the computer”, “miniaturiza-

tion by evaporation” example of which is thin film formation by chemical

vapor deposition, solving the “problems of lubrication” through miniatur-

ization of machinery and nanorobotics, “rearranging the atoms” to build

various nanostructures and nanodevices, and behavior of “atoms in a small

world” which included atomic scale fabrication as a bottom-up approach as

opposed to the topdown approach that we are accustomed to.

It is important to mention that almost all of the ideas presented in

Feynman’s lecture and even more, are now under intensive research by nu-

merous nanotechnology investigators all around the world. For example, in

his lecture Feynman challenged the scientific community and set a monetary

reward to demonstrate experiments in support of miniaturizations. Feyn-

man proposed radical ideas about miniaturizing printed matter, circuits,

and machines. “There’s no question that there is enough room on the head

of a pin to put all of the Encyclopedia Britannica” he said. He emphasized

“I’m not inventing antigravity, which is possible someday only if the laws

(of nature) are not what we think”. He added “I am telling what could be

done if the laws are what we think; we are not doing it simply because we

haven’t yet gotten around to it.” Feynmans challenge for miniaturization

and his unerringly accurate forecast was met forty years later, in 1999, [45]

by a team of scientists using Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) to perform
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Dip-Pen Nanolitography (DPN). The results are shown in Figure 1.2. In this

DPN an AFM tip is simply coated with molecular “ink” and then brought

in contact with the surface to be patterned. Water condensing from the

immediate environment forms a capillary between the AFM tip and the sur-

face. Work is currently under way to investigate the potential of the DPN

technique as more than a quirky tool for nanowriting, focusing on applica-

tions in microelectronics, pharmaceutical screening, and biomolecular sensor

technology [46].

Figure 1.2: Demonstration of lithography miniaturization challenge by the

scientists at the Northwestern University [45] as predicted by Feynman in

1959 using an AFM tip to write a paragraph of nanometer-sized letters with

a single layer of mercaptohexadecanoic acid on a gold surface. Contrast is

enhanced by surrounding each letter with a layer of a second “ink”, namely

octadecanethiol.

Feynman in 1983 talked about a scaleable manufacturing system, which

could be made to manufacture a smaller scale replica of itself [47]. That, in

turn would replicate itself in smaller scale, and so on down to molecular scale.

Feynman was subscribing to the “Theory of Self-Reproducing Automata”

proposed by von Neumann the 1940’s eminent mathematician and physicist

who was interested in the question of whether a machine can self-replicate,

that is, produce copies of itself (see [48] for details). The study of man-
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made self-replicating systems has been taking place now for more than half

a century. Much of this work is motivated by the desire to understand

the fundamentals involved in self-replication and advance our knowledge of

single-cell biological self-replications.

Some of the other recent important achievements about which Feynman

mentioned in his 1959 lecture include the manipulation of single atoms [49],

positioning single atoms with a scanning tunneling microscope [50] and the

trapping of single, 3 nm in diameter, colloidal particles from solution using

electrostatic methods [51].

In early 60s there were other ongoing research on small systems but with

a different emphasis. The experimental efforts for the study of the nanoworld

thus necessitated of new theoretical tools. Nowadays, thermodynamics of

small systems is now called “nanothermodynamics” [52].

Finally, it must be pointed out that in 1960s — when Feynman recog-

nized and recommended the importance of nanotechnology — the devices

necessary for nanotechnology were not invented yet. At that time, the world

was intrigued with space exploration, discoveries and the desire and pledges

for travel to the moon, partly due to political rivalries of the time and partly

due to its bigger promise of new frontiers that man had also not captured

yet. Research and developments in small (nano) systems did not sell very

well at that time with the governmental research funding agencies and as a

result the scientific community paid little attention to it.

1.3 Nanotechnology Today

The atomic-scale and cutting-edge field of nanotechnology which is con-

sidered to lead us to the next industrial revolution is likely to have a revolu-

tionary impact on the way things will be done, designed and manufactured

in the future.

We have known for many years that several existing technologies depend

crucially on processes that take place on the nanoscale. Adsorption, lithog-

raphy, ion-exchange, catalysis, drug design, plastics and composites are some

examples of such technologies. The “nano” aspect of these technologies was

not known and, for the most part, they were initiated accidentally by mere
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luck. They were further developed using tedious trial-and-error laboratory

techniques due to the limited ability of the times to probe and control mat-

ter on nanoscale. Investigations at nanoscale were left behind as compared

to micro and macro length scales because significant developments of the

nanoscale investigative tools have been made only recently.

The above mentioned technologies, and more, stand to be improved

vastly as the methods of nanotechnology develop. Such methods include the

possibility to control the arrangement of atoms inside a particular molecule

and, as a result, the ability to organize and control matter simultaneously

on several length scales. The developing concepts of nanotechnology seem

pervasive and broad. It is expected to influence every area of science and

technology, in ways that are clearly unpredictable.

Nanotechnology will also help solve other technology and science prob-

lems. For example, we are just now starting to realize the benefits that

nanostructuring can bring to:

• Wear-resistant tires made by combining nanoscale particles of inor-

ganic clays with polymers as well as other nanoparticle reinforced ma-

terials [53, 54, 55, 56, 57].

• Greatly improved printing brought about by nanoscale particles that

have the best properties of both dyes and pigments as well as advanced

ink-jet systems [58].

• Vastly improved new generation of lasers, magnetic disk heads, nanolay-

ers with selective optical barriers and systems on a chip made by con-

trolling layer thickness to better than a nanometer .

• Design of advanced chemical and bio-sensor [59].

• Nanoparticles to be used in medicine with vastly advanced drug deliv-

ery and drug targeting capabilities [60, 61, 62, 63, 64].

• Chemical-mechanical polishing with nanoparticle slurries, hard coat-

ings and high hardness cutting tools [65].

The following selected observations regarding the expected future ad-

vances are also worth mentioning at this juncture:
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• Photolithographic patterning of matter on the micro scale has led to

the revolution in microelectronics over the past few decades. With

nanotechnology, it will become possible to control matter on every

important length scale, enabling tremendous new power in materials

design.

• Biotechnology is expected to be influenced by nanotechnology greatly

in a couple of decades. It is anticipated that, for example, this will rev-

olutionize healthcare to produce ingestible systems that will be harm-

lessly flushed from the body if the patient is healthy but will notify a

physician of the type and location of diseased cells and organs if there

are problems.

• Micro and macro systems constructed of nanoscale components are

expected to have entirely new properties that have never before been

identified in nature. As a result, by altering and design of the structure

of materials in the nanoscale range we would be able to systematically

and appreciably modify or change selected properties of matter at

macro and micro scales. This would include, for example, production

of polymers or composites with most desirable properties which nature

and existing technologies are incapable of producing.

• Robotic spacecraft that weigh only a few pounds will be sent out to ex-

plore the solar system, and perhaps even the nearest stars. Nanoscale

traps will be constructed that will be able to remove pollutants from

the environment and deactivate chemical warfare agents. Computers

with the capabilities of current workstations will be the size of a grain

of sand and will be able to operate for decades with the equivalent of

a single wristwatch battery.

• There are many more observations in the areas of inks and dyes, pro-

tective coatings, dispersions with optoelectronic properties, nanostruc-

tured catalysts, high reactivity reagents, medicine, electronics, struc-

tural materials, diamondoids, carbon nanotube and fullerene products

and energy conversion, conservation, storage and usage which are also

worth mentioning.
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Presently nanotechnology and its associated research discipline of nano-

science, together, constitute the complete spectrum of activities towards

the promised next industrial revolution. They span the whole spectrum of

physical, chemical, biological and mathematical sciences needed to develop

the purposeful capabilities of nano manipulations, nano structural modifi-

cations, miniaturization and bottom-up technology originally proposed by

Richard Feynman in his well-known 1959 lecture. The emerging fields of

nanoscience and nanotechnology are also creating the necessary experimen-

tal and computational tools for the design and fabrication of nano-dimension

electronic, photonic, biological and energy transfer components, such as

quantum dots, atomic wires, operating on nanoscopic length scales, etc.

Nanoscience and nanotechnology should have major impacts on several

key scientific and technological activities in a not too distant future. Expan-

sions on these subjects will have a lot to do on the technological advances in

instruments and tools of fabrication and manipulation in nano scale. Such

instruments and tools are the means for live visualization and manipulation

in nano world. They are presently expensive and, as a result, not available

to many investigators. Technological advances are always followed with re-

duction of prices as has been the case with the electronic and communication

industry products in recent decades.

The decisive and important leading role of molecular-based techniques

for the study of matter in the fields of nanoscience and nanotechnology is

well understood. Any development in this filed will have a great deal to do

with advances in these techniques. Advances in molecular based study of

matter in nanoscale will help to understand, simulate, predict and formulate

new materials utilizing the fields of quantum and statistical mechanics, in-

termolecular interaction, molecular simulation and molecular modeling. We

may then be able to understand how to design new molecular building blocks

which could allow self-assembly or self-replication to advance the bottom-up

approach of producing the necessary materials for the advancement of nano-

technology. The past trend of the contributions of molecular based study of

matter in macroscopic technologies is indicative of the fact that its future

influence into nanoscience and nanotechnology is quite promising.





Chapter 2

Piezoceramics

Piezoelectric materials — a subclass of ferroelectric materials — are used

to convert mechanical energy into electrical energy and vice versa. Due to

their ability to be tailored towards the requirements of particular applica-

tions their application range is continuously expanding. The aim of this

Chapter is to provide a clear and useful introduction to piezoceramics —

ceramic materials which show piezoelectric activity. After a brief description

of the piezoceramic materials development and their properties — which will

be given in Section 2.1 — the correlation between the crystalline structure

and piezoelectric properties will be discussed in Section 2.2. Furthermore,

the physical costants that quantify the piezoelectric activity of piezorespon-

sive materials will be examined. The most performing piezoelectric, PZT,

will be introduced in Section 2.3, where a brief discussion of key concepts —

such as the morphotropic phase boundary and the polarization rotation in

ferroelectrics — will be given. Finally, the problems connected to nanosized

ferroelectrics will be explored in Section 2.4.

2.1 An Introduction to Piezoceramics

The word “piezo” is a Greek language word, which means “push”. The

first experimental demonstration of a connection between macroscopic piezo-

electric phenomena and crystallographic structure was published in 1880 by

Pierre and Jacques Curie, who measured the surface charge appearing on

23
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specially prepared crystals (tourmaline, quartz and Rochelle salt) which were

subjected to mechanical stress.

The piezoelectricity is a property existing in many materials, which,

subjected to mechanical forces, develop electrical charges on their surface

(direct piezoelectric effect) and, conversely, subjected to an applied elec-

tric field, exhibit a mechanical deformation (inverse piezoelectric effect)(see

Figure 2.1).

Piezoelectric materials — or piezoelectrics — are a subclass of ferroelec-

tric materials. Ferroelectricity is a spontaneous electric polarization of a

material that can be reversed by the application of an external electric field.

The term is used in analogy to ferromagnetism, in which a material exhibits

a permanent magnetic moment. Ferromagnetism was already known when

ferroelectricity was discovered in 1920 in Rochelle salt by Valasek. Ferro-

electric materials are thus also piezoelectric, but the opposite — as in the

case of quartz — is not true.

Figure 2.1: Direct piezoelectric effect: a mechanical input (force or vibra-

tion) produces an electric voltage in output. Inverse piezoelectric effect: an

electric input (voltage) results in strain output.

The first serious application of the piezoelectricity was carried out dur-

ing the First World War by Langevin, who constructed the first underwater

ultrasonic source (sonar) consisting of piezoelectric quartz elements sand-

wiched between steel plates. The success of sonar stimulated intense de-

velopment activity on all kinds of piezoelectric devices. Crystal frequency
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control became essential for the growing broadcasting and radio communica-

tion industry. Between the two world wars, most of the classic piezoelectric

applications (microphones, accelerometers, ultrasonic transducers, bender

element actuators, phonograph pick-ups, signal filters, etc.) were conceived

and developed even if the materials available at the time often limited the

device performances and thus the commercial exploitation. In fact, the sin-

gle crystals used at that time had low piezoelectric properties. The discovery

during the Second World War of the possibility to induce piezoelectricity,

by applying a strong electric field to sintered metallic oxides to align their

dipole domains, allowed new piezoelectric applications and opened the way

to intense research on piezoceramics.

The first piezoceramic was barium titanate (BaTiO3), which exhibits di-

electric constants up to 100 times higher than common cut crystals. Its crys-

talline structure is similar to that of perovskite mineral (CaTiO3). Above

the Curie temperature (130 ◦C) the elementary cell is cubic and symmetric,

while, below the Curie temperature it is slightly distorted and tetragonal,

exhibiting a dipole momentum different from zero. Barium titanate was

widely used soon after the Second World War for the generation of acoustic

and ultrasonic vibrations and for actuators, but today it has been gener-

ally replaced by lead zirconate titanate (PZT) for its superior piezoelectric

properties and higher operating temperatures [66]. BaTiO3 shows a greater

resistance than other piezoceramics like PZT to depoling by compressive

stresses and this resistance is particularly strong in cobalt-doped material,

especially after a period of aging. For this reason, the use of cobalt-doped

BaTiO3 for producing high acoustic powers has continued in some applica-

tions despite its inferior piezoelectric activity.

The major limitation of barium titanate, i.e. the low operating temper-

atures, was overcome in the 1950s by the discovery of piezoelectric effects

in lead zirconate titanate, Pb(Zr,Ti)O3, and lead metaniobate, PbNb2O6,

which can be used at least to 250 ◦C. Lead zirconate titanate Pb(TixZr1−x)O3,

commercially called PZT, is a solid solution of orthorhombic PbZrO3 and

tetragonal PbTiO3 with a perovskite structure. The Morphotropic Phase

Boundary (MPB) between the tetragonal and rhombohedral phase, corre-

sponding to the optimum compositional range where, due to the coupling
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between two equivalent energy states, the piezoelectric performances peak, is

almost vertical in PZT. For compositions near this boundary a large number

of polarization directions are available, leading to high values of electrome-

chanical coupling coefficients and electrical permittivity [67, 68, 69, 70]. We

will discuss the details of these aspects in following Section.

By controlling chemistry and processing, a large quantity of composi-

tions and geometrical shapes can be optimized for specific applications. By

adding different kinds of dopants (donor or acceptors), PZT properties can

be strongly modified [71].

Lead titanate PbTiO3, the solid solution end member of PZT family,

has a Curie temperature of about 470 ◦C and a tetragonal structure similar

to BaTiO3. As in the case of PZT, a large number of modifications have

been developed to optimize specific electrical and mechanical performances.

Many commercial compositions involve doping with samarium or calcium for

use in hydrophones, with the side effect of lowering the Curie temperature

to around 240 ◦C. Other compositions, doped with other elements, have

Curie temperature values near 470 ◦C and have found applications in knock

sensors for automobile engines. The higher operating temperature of lead

titanate allows it to be mounted closer to the combustion chamber, thus

giving a faster response time compared to PZT [67].

Other well known piezoceramics that must be mentioned are bismuth

titanate (Bi4Ti3O12) (see References [72, 73, 74, 75, 76]) and lead metanio-

bate (PbNb2O6) (see References [77, 78, 79]). Since they were not involved

in this study will not deal with them. Many information are available in the

literature.

From each piezoceramic previously described a family of piezoceramic

materials is derived; in each family a controlled variation of composition

allows wide range of properties. Big efforts have been still doing to optimize

the composition and to control the manufacturing process of piezoceramics

[80, 81].

The possibility of tailoring the composition and shape of piezoceramics

for a specific application has been the reason of their success. Furthermore,

scaling down the size of piezoceramics to nanometers offers even more op-

portunities for shaping piezoelectric devices. Compared to single crystals,
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ceramics offer also the advantage of high strength, high electromechanical

transformation efficiency, easy processing, especially into complex shapes

and large area pieces, and mass production, leading them to become leader

in the market.

The conventional manufacturing process of piezoceramics consists in the

metal oxides mixing, calcinating, milling to a predetermined particle size,

forming by means of dry press, or isostatic press or slip casting and sin-

tering. After sintering the piezoelectric ceramic is machined to its target

dimensions, grinded, lapped. But a few disadvantages, such as composi-

tional inhomogeneity resulting from the incomplete reaction of the starting

materials, volatilization of lead oxide due to the high processing tempera-

tures, and impurities from the grinding media can severely affect the per-

formances of the piezoceramic. In Section 4.2 a detailed description of the

most powerful synthetic approaches for the synthesis of piezoceramics — in

their nanostructured forms — will be discussed.

Because of the reciprocal coupling between mechanical and electrical

energy, piezoelectric materials are used in a wide application range, which

is continuously increasing with the improvement and development of new

materials. They can be used as sensors, converting the mechanical into

electrical energy (with a frequency range from 1 Hz to several MHz), or as

actuators, converting the electric into mechanical energy (with force changes

from mN to kN) or they function as both sensors and actuators. The number

of piezoceramic applications is so high that it is not possible to mention all

in a single paper. A snapshot with few examples is reported in Figure 5.4.

In the daily life, the piezoelectric effect is exploited in heaters and

lighters, where a lever applies a pressure to a piezoceramic, inducing an

electric field, which is strong enough to create a spark, and as signal filters

in television remote control and communications.

In automotive engineering, piezosensors are used for occupant safety

and intelligent engine control solutions, such as reversing sensors helping for

parking or knock sensors to monitor the engine vibrations. In underwater

applications, the echo sounders range from small individual transmitters for

pleasure boats to professional systems used in large ships to sound the water

depth or to locate schools of fish.
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Figure 2.2: Some applications of piezoelectric ceramics.

In aircraft engines, gas turbines and power generators ultrasonic sensors

are used for dynamic monitoring. Sensors strategically mounted on the

machine detect destructive conditions of imbalance or unequal loading of

the rotor, enabling the possibility of corrective measures to be implemented.

The sensor converts the associated mechanical energy of the vibration into

electrical energy, which can be amplified and monitored [82, 67].

In ultrasonic systems, piezoceramics devices can generate powerful ul-

trasonic waves used for cleaning, drilling and welding, as well as to stim-

ulate chemical processes. Moreover, they act as transmitters and receivers

of ultrasonic waves in medical diagnostic equipment and non-destructive

material testing, being a valuable tool for locating defects within a struc-

ture. In a non-destructive testing, a piezoceramic transducer generates an

acoustic signal at ultrasonic frequencies that is transmitted through the test

specimen. When the acoustic wave reaches an interface of the sample, it is

reflected back to the transmitter/sensor, which, therefore, acts as a receiver.

If, however, the acoustic wave impinges upon a flaw, a portion of the wave

is reflected and thus reaches the sensor ahead of the original wave [83].

The reverse piezoelectric effect is used in micro-positioning, where an

electric field applied to a piezoceramic is used to produce precise motion.

Examples of applications are: fibre optic alignment, machine tool align-
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ment, active damping, image enhancement through mirror tilting and so

on. Piezoceramic actuators are used also in hydraulic and pneumatic valves

and in medical devices such as lithotripters, surgical knives or inhalators

with ultrasonic nebulizers [67]. Piezoelectric materials are also exploited in

microscopes such as AFM and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) [84].

2.2 Crystalline Structure and Piezoelectric Prop-

erties

The ability of piezoelectric materials to transform electrical in mechan-

ical energy and vice versa depends on their crystalline structure. The nec-

essary condition for the occurrence of piezoelectric effect is the absence of

a centre of symmetry in the crystal. This condition is necessary to have

charge separation between positive and negative ions and for the formation

of Weiss domains, i.e. dipole groups with parallel orientation. By apply-

ing an electric field to a piezoelectric material, the Weiss domains align

proportionally to the field (see Figure 2.3). Consequently, the material di-

mensions change, increasing or decreasing if the direction of Weiss domains

is the same or opposite to the electric field. After the sintering stage, poly-

Figure 2.3: Electric dipoles in Weiss domains.

crystalline piezoceramics, consist of a huge number of randomly oriented

dipoles without piezoelectric properties. In these isotropic materials the

piezoelectricity is induced by a poling process, consisting in the application
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of a strong electric field at high temperatures, which aligns the molecular

dipoles in the same direction of the applied field. The dipole moment re-

mains unchanged after removing the electric field, and the ceramic exhibits

piezoelectric properties unless an excessively high voltage or high stress is

imposed upon it or unless it is heated to very high temperatures. If either

of these conditions is reached, the energy input to the domains exceeds the

internal binding force holding the domains in alignment and the material

once again becomes unpoled [85]. As previously mentioned, most of piezo-

ceramics (BaTiO3, PbTiO3, PZT) belong to the simple crystal structure of

perovskite. In Figure 2.4 the elementary cell of a PZT crystal is represented.

Lead atoms are positioned at the corners of the unit cell and oxigens at the

Figure 2.4: Piezoelectric elementary cell of a PZT ceramic above and

below the Curie temperature.

face centers. Above a specific temperature, called Curie temperature, the

lattice has a cubic structure, i.e. it consists of regularly arranged oxygen
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octahedrons in the centre of which the titanium or zirconium ion is placed.

Below the Curie temperature the lattice structure reorders to a mixture of

rhombohedral and tetragonal crystals in which the titanium or zirconium

ion is no longer placed in the centre but shifts from its central location along

one of several allowed directions. Due to this displacive phase transforma-

tion with atomic displacements of about 0.1 Å, a separation of charges takes

place and produces an electric dipole with a single axis of symmetry [86].

In order to provide a deeper and more quantitative knowledge on the

piezoelectric properties of piezoceramics, a number of interrelated coeffi-

cients, many of which have been standardized by the Institute of Electri-

cal and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) will be introduced. Because of the

anisotropic nature of piezoceramics, the effects are strongly dependent upon

the orientation with respect to the poled axis. This latter represents the

direction of polarization and is generally designated as the z-axis of an or-

thogonal crystallographic system. The axes x, y and z are respectively rep-

resented as 1, 2 and 3 directions and the shear directions around these axes

are represented as 4, 5 and 6. To link electrical and mechanical quantities,

double subscripts are introduced. The first subscript gives the direction of

the electrical field associated with the voltage applied or the charge pro-

duced. The second subscript gives the direction of the mechanical stress or

strain. Superscripts “S”, “T”, “E”, “D” describe an electrical or mechanical

boundary condition:

• S = strain = constant (mechanically clamped)

• T = stress = constant (not clamped)

• E = field = constant (short circuit)

• D = electrical displacement = constant (open circuit)

It should be clearly understood that the piezoelectric coefficients described

here are not independent constants but vary with temperature, pressure,

electric field, form factor, mechanical and electrical boundary conditions

etc. The coefficients only describe material properties under small signal

conditions.
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Figure 2.5: Relationships between force and electric charge for different

vibration modes of piezoelectric crystals.

Piezoelectric Charge (or Strain) Constant d

It represents the mechanical strain produced by an applied electric field:

d =
s

V
, (2.1)

where s is the strain development and V is the applied electric field. Large

dij constants relate to large mechanical displacements, which are usually

sought in motional transducer devices. Conversely, the coefficient may be

viewed as relating the charge collected on the electrodes, to the applied

mechanical stress.

d =
q

F
, (2.2)

where q is the short circuit charge density and F is the applied mechanical

stress. According to the different modes with which the stress can be applied,

it is possible to have different d constants (see Figure 2.5). d33 (direct d)

is used when the force is in the 3 direction (along the polarization axis)

and is impressed on the same surface on which the charge is collected (Fig.

9.a); in this case the mechanical stress is parallel to the dipole moment,

producing an enhancement of the spontaneous polarization along the 3 axis.

d31 (transverse d) is used when the charge is collected on the same surface

as before, but the force is applied perpendicularly to the polarization axis.

d15 (shear d)is used when the charge is collected on electrodes perpendicular

to the original poling electrodes and the applied mechanical stress is shear

that tilts the dipoles.
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Piezoelectric Voltage Constant g

It represents the electric field produced at open circuit by a mechanical

stress:

g =
E

F
, (2.3)

where E is the open circuit electric field. The g constant is a measure

of the sensitivity of a piezoelectric material, because it is proportional to

the open circuit voltage. The sensitivity needs to be sufficiently high so

that the generated signal can be detected above the background noise. The

sensitivity is maximized when the g coefficient is maximized. Therefore,

high gij constants are required for sensors. Although the g coefficients are

called voltage coefficients, it is also correct to say that gij is the ratio of

strain developed over the applied charge density:

g =
l

c
, (2.4)

where l is the strain developed and c is the applied charge density. As in the

case of the d constant the direct, transverse and shear piezoelectric voltage

constants can be measured depending on the angle between the polarization

and the mechanical stress direction.

Electromechanic Coupling Coefficient k

It describes the conversion of energy from electrical to mechanical form

or vice versa representing a sort of piezoelectric efficiency of the material.

It measures how strong the coupling is between the vibration mode and the

excitation. Since this coefficient is an energy ratio, it is dimensionless. Sub-

scripts denote the relative directions of electrical and mechanical quantities

and the kind of motion involved. Large kij coefficients provide a more ef-

ficient energy transfer and are required in the piezoelectric actuators. kij

determines the bandwidth of filters and transducers.

k =
Eael

Esmc
, (2.5)

or

k =
Eamc

Esel
, (2.6)
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where Eamc and Eael are the accumulated mechanical energy and the accu-

mulated electrical energy, respectively, while Esmc and Esel are the supplied

mechanical energy and the supplied electrical energy.

Dielectric Constant εr

The relative dielectric constant is the ratio of the permittivity of the ma-

terial, ε, to the permittivity of free space, ε0, in the unconstrained condition,

i.e., well below the mechanical resonance of the part.

εr =
ε

ε0
, (2.7)

Large dielectric constants are required for sensors in order to overcome the

losses associated with the cables, but an excessive value of ε0 decreases

the voltage coefficients and thus the sensitivity according this relationship

between d and g coefficients:

gij =
dij

εε0
, (2.8)

Curie Temperature

It is the critical temperature at which the crystal structure changes from

a non-symmetrical (piezoelectric) to a symmetrical (non-piezoelectric) form

in which the piezoelectric properties are lost. Upon cooling the dipoles

don’t realign unless they are subjected to a strong electric field. Other con-

sequences of increasing temperature are changes in the value of electrome-

chanical coefficients and the process called “thermally activated aging”. As

a practical rule, the maximum operating temperature of a piezoceramic is

about half the Curie temperature.

Young’s Modulus

The Young’s modulus of a piezoelectric material, i.e. the ratio of stress

(force per unit area) to strain (change in length per unit length), changes

with the electric load. Because mechanical stressing of the ceramic pro-

duces an electrical response, which opposes the resultant strain, the effec-

tive Young’s Modulus with electrodes short-circuited is lower than with the
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Figure 2.6: The phase diagram of Pb(TixZr1−x)O3 modified from Jaffe,

Cook and Jaffe [70] to include the monoclinic phase [87].

electrodes open circuited. In addition, the stiffness is different in the 3 di-

rection from that in the 1 or 2 direction. Therefore, in expressing such

quantities, both direction and electrical conditions must be specified. The

Young’s Modulus of a piezoceramic is about one quarter that of steel.

2.3 PZT

Lead zirconate titanate (PbTixZr1−xO3) has been the leading, high ac-

tivity ferroelectric material for over 40 years and consequently is at the heart

of the majority of piezoelectric actuators and sensors in production today

[70]. For the majority of applications of PZT, the optimum performance is

found at the boundary between the tetragonal and rhombohedral perovskite

phases (see Figure 2.6) often known as the MPB [70].

Conventional wisdom suggests that for compositions close to the MPB,

the piezoelectric coefficients maximize due to (i) a peak in the spontaneous

polarization, to which the intrinsic piezoelectric coefficient is proportional
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Figure 2.7: Coupling coefficient kP and εr values across the PZT compo-

sitional range [70].

and (ii) near degeneracy of the tetragonal and rhombohedral states, which

allows for ease of reorientation of domains under applied fields and stresses,

thereby maximizing the extrinsic piezoelectric contributions (see Figure 2.7).

Consequently, much of the past research and development work on PZT has

focused on the management of domain wall mobility through the control of

defect chemistry. The discussions in this paper, however, focus mainly on

the intrinsic contribution.

Since the morphotropic phase boundary in PZT ceramics is seen as cen-

tral to their outstanding piezoelectric performance, the search for new or im-

proved materials focuses on systems which possess a similar phase boundary.

However, a number of relatively recent discoveries have driven a reassess-

ment of our understanding of the MPB in PZT; these are:

• The unprecedented performance of complex perovskite single crystals,

such as [001]-oriented Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 compositions on the

rhombohedral side of their MPB; the mechanism appears to rely on

a field-induced rotation of the polarization vector in the (110) plane
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from the [111] to the [001] axis [88];

• A previously undetected monoclinic phase at the morphotropic phase

boundary in PZT [87] with polarization in the (110) plane and the

presence of monoclinic [89] and orthorhombic [90] phases at the phase

boundary in the complex-perovskites;

• The local atomic displacements in PZT appear to differ from those

consistent with the macroscopic symmetry [91]: for example, in the

rhombohedral phase the lead cation displacements seem to be com-

posed of local, short-range, random arrangements of tetragonal type

displacements superimposed on the average, long range rhombohedral

order.

2.3.1 Polarization Rotation

Asimplistic treatment of the intrinsic component of piezoelectricity might

suggest that the piezoelectric effect is greatest parallel to the polar axis.

That is, on applying an electric field parallel to the spontaneous polariza-

tion, Ps, it is augmented by an induced polarization, Pind, which adds to

the lattice strain, x:

∆x = x− xs ≈ 2QPsεE, (2.9)

where xs is the spontaneous strain and Q is the relevant electrostriction co-

efficient. For small fields, the induced strain, x, is proportional to the elec-

trostriction coefficient, the spontaneous polarization and the permittivity,

ε, where E is the applied electric field; the intrinsic piezoelectric coefficient,

dint, is given by:

dint = 2QPsε. (2.10)

As the direction of Ps is normally taken to be the direction of maximum

spontaneous polarization, this textbook treatment can lead to the fallacy

that the maximum intrinsic piezoelectric effect occurs parallel to the polar

axis. Whilst this may be true for simple compounds well removed from

phase transitions, it does not necessarily hold close to phase transitions at

which the direction of the spontaneous polarization changes (for example at

the morphotropic phase boundary in PZT or at the tetragonal-orthorhombic
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transition in barium titanate). The misconception is highlighted by the large

piezoelectric effect in “domain-engineered” complex perovskite single crys-

tals [88]. It was noted that close to the MPB, in [001]-poled rhombohedral

crystals, the piezoelectric coefficient is much greater parallel to [100] than

it is along the polar [111] axis. It was proposed and confirmed [92] that on

applying a field parallel to [001], the polarization rotated from the [111] axis

continuously through the (110) plane to lie parallel, at a sufficiently high

field, to the [001] axis. This “polarization rotation” was accompanied by a

large induced strain. Support for this type of mechanism came in the form of

calculations, from both the ab initio [93] and thermodynamic [94] schools,

using BaTiO3 as a prototype. In the latter case, the Landau-Ginzburg-

Devonshire (LGD) approach was used to show how the piezoelectric coef-

ficients parallel to the nonpolar low-index axes could exceed those parallel

to the zero-field polar axes, again due to field induced rotation of the po-

larization vector. Furthermore, Damjanovic [95] calculated that in barium

titanate the direction of maximum piezoelectric coefficient itself rotates as a

function of temperature close to the tetragonal-orthorhombic transition. A

number of ab initio calculations for PZT have also supported the rotation

hypothesis [96, 97].

2.4 Nanosized Ferroelectrics

The ferroelectric polarization results from the sum over all dipole mo-

ments within a unit cell and is equivalent to a surface charge density which

rapidly drops with shrinking lateral dimensions. In principal one may as-

sume that bulk ferroelectricity lasts all the way down to the unit cell ca-

pacitor. But as ferroelectricity is a cooperative phenomenon of interact-

ing dipoles, deviations from bulk behaviour are expected as the number of

contributing unit cells decreases. The ultimate (shape dependent) volume

below which spontaneous polarization ceases is referred to as the superpara-

electric limit. The search for the superparaelectric limit is fundamental but

closely linked to rather technological issues like the impact of grain shape

and aspect ratio [98], substrate strain [99], polarization tilting under biaxial

strain [100], dislocations [101, 102, 103], extended defects [104, 105], do-
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main formation and pinning [106, 107, 108, 109], electrode and perimeter

effects [110, 111], chemical (de-)composition and measurement limitations

[112, 113]. In a recent paper Glinchuk and coworkers [114] have proved that

under the favorable conditions ensemble of noninteracting nanoparticles pos-

sesses superparaelectric features.

In summary, the conditions of superparaelectric phase appearance in

the ensemble of noninteracting ferroelectric particles of spherical shape and

their properties, which can be considered as characteristic features of Super-

paraelectric (SPE) phase, can be summarized as it follows; (i) The super-

paraelectric phase can appear in ferroelectric nanoparticles of average radius

Rcr < R < Rc at temperatures Tf (R) < T < Tcr(R). Here Rc is the cor-

relation radius (which can be calculated through the fluctuation-dissipation

theorem) and Rcr is the critical radius which defines size-driven ferroelectric-

paraelectric phase transition. Tf (R) is the freezing temperature (which can

be estimated from the condition ∆F (Tf , R) = kBTf , where ∆F (Tf , R) is the

potential barrier for polarization reorientation) while Tcr is the temperature

of size-driven ferroelectric-paraelectric phase transition. In this region:

• All nanoparticle dipole moments are aligned due to the correlation

effects.

• Potential barrier of polarization reorientation is smaller than the ther-

mal activation energy ≈ kBT

• Langevin-like law for polarization dependence on external field is valid

at temperatures higher than the freezing temperature Tf (R), but lower

than the temperature Tcr(R) of size-driven ferroelectric-paraelectric

phase transition.

• Hysteresis loop and remnant polarization (frozen SPE) appear at tem-

peratures T < Tf (R).

• The observation time of the experiment t should be larger than char-

acteristic time τ of particle reorientation in external field. The time τ

is given by the Arrhenius law:

τ = τ0e
∆F

kBT (2.11)
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where the barrier height ∆F is proportional to the particle volume V.

(ii) The favorable conditions or the superparaelectricity observation in small

ferroelectric nanoparticles at room temperatures are small Curie-Weiss con-

stant, high nonlinear expansion coefficients (see Reference [114] for details)

and narrow distribution function of particle radii. Remarkably, the ensemble

of noninteracting ferroelectric nanoparticles could be realized in nanoporous

nonferroelectric matrix with the porous filled at least partly by some ferro-

electric material.
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Geotextiles and Composite

Materials

Composite materials (or composites for short) are engineered materials

made from two or more constituent materials with significantly different

physical or chemical properties which remain separate and distinct on a

macroscopic level within the finished structure. Geotextile composites (or

shortly geotextiles) are permeable fabrics which, when used in association

with soil or masonry, have the ability to separate, filter, reinforce, protect, or

drain. When they are properly functionalized they can be also applied for the

detection of environmental conditions. Overall, these materials are referred

to as geosynthetics and each configuration — geonets, geogrids and others

— can yield benefits in geotechnical and environmental engineering design.

Geotextiles and related products have many applications and currently sup-

port many civil engineering applications including roads, airfields, railroads,

embankments, retaining structures, reservoirs, canals, dams, bank protec-

tion, coastal engineering and construction site silt fences. In this Chapter we

will briefly introduce geotextiles (3.1) and their applications (3.2). Finally,

piezoelectric composite materials will be presented in Section 3.3.
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3.1 A Brief Introduction to Geotextiles

Technical textiles are extensively used in construction, which is one of

the main application sectors [115, 116, 117, 118, 119]. The most important

application in terms of volume of textile material is concerning the applica-

tion of geotextiles used for the strengthening and stabilization of earthworks,

including embankments for roadways and railroads, natural slopes, airports

pavements.

The principal functions of geosynthetics are filtration, drainage, sepa-

ration, reinforcement, provision of a fluid barrier, and environmental pro-

tection. Expanded use of geosynthetics will likely occur as design and in-

stallation procedures continue to be refined, but their application can be

significantly increased only if more definitive economic benefits and integra-

tion of functions are introduced and demonstrated. Effectively, geotextiles

containing sensor fibers are still an exception. Though there have been made

efforts to integrate nonoptical sensor systems into textiles, by now it was not

possible to create solutions for measuring deformations over extended areas

or at several points by using single integrated sensor fibers.

Another application where technical textiles are used is for the retrofitting

of infrastructure members, including bridge piers and columns of buildings.

The principal function in this case is the increase of strength of the structural

member and state-of-the-art solution is to use bidirectional woven textiles

of uniform thickness. For reinforced masonry it is possible to use textile ma-

terial as load-bearing part of the building. When the building is loaded in

case of earthquake the reinforced structure shows a better shear and bearing

behaviour.

Common techniques for retrofitting of masonry so far include the con-

struction of jackets made of steel-reinforced shot-concrete, external post-

tensioning with steel ties, polymer rods stuck into milled grooves and strips

made of fibre reinforced polymer or steel glued and potentially mechanically

anchored on the walls surface.

Each of these techniques suffers from diverse disadvantages. Heavy jack-

ets add considerable mass to the structure resulting in increased dynamic

loads. Post-tensioning is only applicable if the masonry offers sufficient
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reserves for additional vertical loading. Jackets as well as milled grooves

require a huge amount of work input and steel components suffer from the

danger of corrosion damage. Furthermore due to its low tensile strength,

masonry is very sensitive regarding stress concentrations caused by surface-

glued strips yielding to brittle failure.

These aspects have led to the idea of strengthening existing masonry

by the large-area application of Fibre Reinforced Composites (FRC) on the

wall surfaces. Because of the materials little weight this technique is easy

to apply and yields no extra loads. However up to now the combination of

common fibre fabric structures with resin matrices represents the standard

case in FRC-strengthening of masonry. These fibre reinforced polymers

were originally introduced in the aircraft and automotive industry to build

up extremely lightweight and high strength construction materials. But for

structural strengthening of masonry they are only conditionally applicable.

Both the applications mentioned (earthworks and masonry structures)

are very important for the technical textile industry, but it is needed to

advance beyond the state of the art solutions, to make the textile structure

able to integrate different functions and to provide cost effective solutions

in the medium-long term. In fact, except for the geotextiles with glass-fibre

based Bragg grating sensors, in literature no others experiences regarding

to integration of optical sensor fibers in textile area-measured material are

known. Particularly the integration of polymer optical sensor fibers with

their outstanding material properties in knitted fabrics does not exist up

to now. We want to point out that the most promising technologies for

the intended application (geotextiles and masonry structures) include the

use of optical fibers and piezoelectric materials. The latter can be used for

monitoring deformations, stresses and structural integrity.

3.2 Geotextile Functions and Applications

Geotextiles perform one or more basic functions [120]: filtration, drainage,

separation erosion control, sediment control, reinforcement, and (when im-

pregnated with asphalt) moisture barrier. In any one application, a geotex-

tile may be performing several of these functions [121, 122, 123].
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The use of geotextiles in filter applications is probably the oldest, the

most widely known, and the most used function of geotextiles. In this

application, the geotextile is placed in contact with and down gradient of

soil to be drained. The plane of the geotextile is normal to the expected

direction of water flow. The capacity for flow of water normal to the plane

of the geotextile is referred to as permittivity. Water and any particles

suspended in the water which are smaller than a given size flow through

the geotextile. Those soil particles larger than that size are stopped and

prevented from being carried away. The geotextile openings should be sized

to prevent soil particle movement. The geotextiles substitute for and serve

the same function as the traditional granular filter. Both the granular filter

and the geotextile filter must allow water (or gas) to pass without significant

buildup of hydrostatic pressure. A geotextile-lined drainage trench along the

edge of a road pavement is an example using a geotextile as a filter. Most

geotextiles are capable of performing this function. Slit film geotextiles are

not preferred because opening sizes are unpredictable. Long term clogging

is a concern when geotextiles are used for filtration [124, 125, 126].

A geotextile serves to control sediment when it stops particles suspended

in surface fluid flow while allowing the fluid to pass through. After some

period of time, particles accumulate against the geotextile, reducing the flow

of fluid and increasing the pressure against the geotextile. Examples of this

application are silt fences placed to reduce the amount of sediment carried

off construction sites and into nearby water courses. The sediment control

function is actually a filtration function.

When functioning as a drain, a geotextile acts as a conduit for the move-

ment of liquids or gases in the plane of the geotextile [127, 128]. Exam-

ples are geotextiles used as wick drains and blanket drains. The relatively

thick nonwoven geotextiles are the products most commonly used. Selection

should be based on transmissivity, which is the capacity for in-plane flow.

Questions exist as to long term clogging drains. They are known duration

applications.

In erosion control, geotextile protects soil surfaces from the tractive

forces of moving water or wind and rainfall erosion [129, 130, 131]. Geotex-

tiles can be used in ditch linings to protect erodible fine sands or cohesionless
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silts. The geotextile is placed in the ditch and is secured in place by stakes or

is covered with rock or gravel to secure the geotextile, shield it from ultravi-

olet light, and dissipate the energy of the flowing water. Geotextiles are also

used for temporary protection against erosion on newly seeded slopes. After

the slope has been seeded, the geotextile is anchored to the slope holding

the soil and seed in-place until the seeds germinate and vegetative cover is

established. The erosion control function can be thought of as a special case

of the combination of the filtration and separation functions.

In the most common reinforcement application, the geotextile interacts

with soil through frictional or adhesion forces to resist tensile or shear forces.

To provide reinforcement, a geotextile must have sufficient strength and

embedment length to resist the tensile forces generated, and the strength

must be developed at sufficiently small strains (i.e. high modulus) to prevent

excessive movement of the reinforced structure. To reinforce embankments

and retaining structures, a woven geotextile is recommended because it can

provide high strength at small strains [132, 133, 134, 135, 136].

Separation is the process of preventing two dissimilar materials from

mixing. In this function, a geotextile is most often required to prevent the

undesirable mixing of fill and natural soils or two different types of fills. A

geotextile can be placed between a railroad subgrade and track ballast to

prevent contamination and resulting strength loss of the ballast by intrusion

of the subgrade soil. In construction of roads over soft soil, a geotextile can

be placed over the soft subgrade, and then gravel or crushed stone placed

on the geotextile. The geotextile prevents mixing of the two materials [137].

Both woven and nonwoven geotextiles can serve as moisture barriers

when impregnated with bituminous, rubber-bitumen, or polymeric mixtures.

Such impregnation reduces both the cross-plane and in-plane flow capacity

of the geotextiles to a minimum. This function plays an important role

in the use of geotextiles in paving overlay systems. In such systems, the

impregnated material seals the existing pavement and reduces the amount

of surface water entering the base and subgrade. This prevents a reduction in

strength of these components and improves the performance of the pavement

system.
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Figure 3.1: An example of a multifunctional textile structure.

3.3 Sensing Technologies: Piezoelectric Compos-

ites

As already discussed in Chapter 2 piezoelectric materials, like Lead Zir-

conate Titanate (PZT) and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), can be used as

sensors and/or actuators. One of drawbacks associated with the use of piezo-

electric materials is that due to their crystalline structure, they are brittle

and therefore are not suitable for situations where they are primarily sub-

jected to large tensile stress. The piezoelectric effect offers the possibility for

utilization in mechanical micro- and nanosensors such as pressure and accel-

eration sensors. When these pressure sensors are incorporated into masonry

constructions, structural damage to masonry structures and earthworks can

be detected.

The set-up of piezocomposites, compounds of polymer and piezoceramic,

has extended the range of piezoceramic performances and applications. The

1-3 structure, which is nowadays mostly used as a transducer material, refers

to parallel ceramic rods incorporated in an epoxy-resin matrix (see Figure

3.1). Piezocomposites have higher efficiency than pure ceramic so that a

higher signal amplitude is obtained. Moreover the type of polymer used

affects the mechanical and acoustical features of the piezocomposite element.

Depending on the application, rigid or flexible polymers can be used in order

to change the internal damping of the element. Piezocomposites are used

in those applications where broadband transducers and high penetration

capability are required [138, 139].
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A promising technique to apply and cure nanopiezoelectric particles over

the fabric is by encapsulation with acrylate. Acrylates particles are build-

ing from the monomer stage up to the desire particle size, which usually

range from 50 nm up to 1 micrometer. Acrylates can be tailor-made ac-

cording to the application demands: one can control the building blocks

of the polymeric chain or surfactants type and quantities. Those options

immediately influence the chemical and physical properties of the binder.

Thus the major controlled properties are hydrophilic/hydrophobic, flexibil-

ity, strength, foaming, elongation and film appearance. A schematization of

a piezoelectric geotextile is reported in Figure 3.2.

In order to bind the nanopiezoelectric particles to the fabric, for better

weathering stability properties, it is crucial to develop stable nanosystem

that will function both as binding and carrying element. Thus the encapsu-

lation system should take care about the fabric nature, final fabric proper-

ties and the way of applying the material (spraying, printing, padding etc.)

as well as maintaining the activity of the electric properties of the parti-

cles. The combination of geotextiles and mortars for masonry structures,

demands for compatible materials to control the interface properties.

Unreinforced masonry structures are ranked among the oldest buildings

of mankind and are spread throughout the world due to their various ad-

vantages. But in seismic regions they are highly vulnerable because being

originally designed mainly for gravity loads they often cannot withstand

the dynamic horizontal loads in case of strong earthquakes. But also de-

fective workmanship or strong decay of material by exposure to climate

conditions enhance the seismic vulnerability of masonry. Damage up to col-

lapses of whole buildings associated with loss of life and property are the

consequences. Hence the necessity arises to develop efficient methods for the

strengthening of endangered masonry buildings. New practical measures and

technologies in the range of modern surface-applied fiber-composite materi-

als to strengthen or retrofit endangered or predamaged masonry structures

have to be found. Durable materials easy to applicate combined with a

neutral physical, long-term and environmental behaviour must fulfill all me-

chanical demands.

Novel 2D textile fabrics will be introduced in the future. These textiles
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Figure 3.2: An example of a multifunctional textile structure.

will have embedded optical fibers for constant on-line health monitoring

of the structure. Moreover several fibers will have piezoelectric ceramic

coatings so as to generate electric pulses as they are loaded and yield some

indication of the internal stressing of the building.

Application of multifunctional technical textiles for the reinforcement of

masonry structures is schematically depicted in Figure 3.3. In this case real-

time, in-service health monitoring techniques can be harnessed to reduce

costs and improve safety. The new health monitoring technique relies on

the use of piezoelectric materials, surface bonded or embedded onto the

textile structure which behave as a support to actively conduct on-line health

monitoring.

Despite the efforts of the recent years, new nano-structured mortars

and adhesive materials suitable for the specific application — featuring a

neutral behaviour under fire and providing suitable mechanical properties

— must be developed. Also advancements in the range of fibre structures

have to be made. Materials have to be developed which are durable in the

environmental matrix. Moreover these textiles will have embedded sensors

for constant on-line monitoring and damage detection in order to assess the

structural health of the retrofitted structure after an earthquake.
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Figure 3.3: A schematization of the application of multifunctional tech-

nical textiles to masonry retrofitting.





Chapter 4

PZT Nanoparticles

In this Chapter we will briefly discuss the chemical properties of lead,

titanium and zirconium, their coordination and organometallic chemistry,

and how these relate to the synthetic approach for PZT nanosystems (Sec-

tion 4.1). These concepts will provide in Section 4.2 the basis for a general

discussion of the methods for the synthesis of PZT nanosystems. The exper-

imental procedures for the synthesis of perovskite-like PZT nanocrystals will

be explored and the experimental results will be presented in Sections 4.3

and 4.4. Section 4.5 is devoted to the study of PZT nanoparticles dispersions

in water and to the characterization of the colloidal suspensions.

4.1 Chemistry of Lead, Titanium and Zirconium

Lead, titanium and zirconium, the cationic ingredients of PZT powders,

belong to the 14th and the 4th groups of the periodic table respectively.

Combining these elements in their cationic form into a unique water-based

system is a task that requires a deep knowledge of their behavior in water

solution. As it will be discussed in the following, the development of a

water-based approach for the synthesis of PZT nanoparticles was chosen,

requiring the cations to be present in a water solution in stable forms at the

same time. Despite the different properties that they have (Table 4.1), PbII,

TiIV and ZrIV — the last two are extremely hard ions — can be combined

in water solution with the aid of only one complexing agent.
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Cation Radius (pm)

PbII 119

TiIV 60.5

ZrIV 72

Table 4.1: Ionic radii for 6-coordinated PbII, TiIV and ZrIV[140].

4.1.1 Lead

Lead is one of the oldest metals known to mankind. It is by far the

most abundant of the heavy elements (13 ppm), being approached amongst

these only by thallium (8.1 ppm) and uranium (2.3 ppm). This abundance

is related to the fact that three of the four naturally occurring isotopes of

lead (206, 207 and 208) arise primarily as the stable end products of the

natural radioactive series.

It is well recognized as a heavy metal poison binding to oxo groups in en-

zymes and affecting virtually all steps in the process of heme synthesis and

porphyrin metabolism. Lead is also an inhibitor of acetylcholineesterase,

acid phosphatase, ATPase, carbonic anhydrase, etc. In addition to oxygen

complexation, PbII also inhibits SH-enzymes, especially interacting with cys-

teine residues in proteins. Typical symptoms of lead poisoning are cholic,

anaemia, headaches, convulsions, chronic nephritis of the kidneys, brain

damage and central nervous system disorders. Complexing and sequestering

PbII using a strong chelating agent such as any anionic forms of ethylene-

diamine tetra-acetic acid (EDTA) or (RS)-2,3-disulfanylpropan-1-ol (BAL)

is a common treatment.

Lead forms alkoxides mainly in +2 oxidation state. Pb(OMe)2 was first

reported by Szilard in 1906 as a product of anodic oxidation of metal in the

NaOMe solution in MeOH. Chablay in 1917 succeeded in preparing Pb(OR)2
with the aid of metathesis reactions of lead iodide or nitrate with NaOR

in liquid ammonia. Recently volatile and hydrocarbon soluble Pb(OR)2-

derivatives of ramified radicals [141] and also bimetallic t-butoxides of lead

and divalent metals have been described and structurally characterized. Un-
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luckily PbII alkoxides are not commercially available. As it will be discussed

in the following sections this aspect of lead organometallic chemistry will be

extremely important when a source of PbII will be chosen for the synthesis

of PZT nanoparticles.

The coordination chemistry of PbII is, amongst p-block elements, par-

ticularly broad, since it can adopt many different coordination geometries,

allowing a high degree of tolerance for ligand conformations which is not

seen in d -block elements [142]. Furthermore, despite its ionic radius and

charge — which make of it a typical soft cation — PbII binds well to both

hard and soft donor atoms [143, 144]. These properties make PbII an in-

teresting cation which can form stable complexes with ligands such as the

already mentioned EDTA.

4.1.2 Titanium and Zirconium

Titanium and zirconium have been considered in the past unfamiliar

due to the difficulties involved in the preparation of the pure metals and

also to their rather diffuse occurrence (6320 and 162 ppm respectively on

the lithosphere). The most noticeable feature of these metals in the elemen-

tary massive form at room temperature is their outstanding resistance to

corrosion, which is due to the formation of a self-healing oxide film. This

is particularly striking in the case of zirconium. With the exception of hy-

drofluoric acid (which is the best solvent because of the formation of soluble

fluoro-complexes) mineral acids have little effect unless hot.

Their cations are classified as type “a”, since they bind strongly hard

ligands, and are found as silicates and oxides in many siliceous materials.

These are frequently resistant to weathering and so often accumulate in

beach deposits. The most important oxidation state in the inorganic chem-

istry of these elements is the group oxidation state of +4. This is too high

to be ionic, but zirconium, being larger, have oxides which are more basic

than those of titanium and give rise to a more extensive and less hydrolyzed

aqueous chemistry.

A huge number of coordination compounds of the MIV cations have been

studied [145, 146, 147, 148] and complexes such as [MF6]2− and those with
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O- or N-donor ligands are particularly stable [149, 150, 151]. The MIV ions

are sufficiently large, bearing in mind their high charge, to attain a coordi-

nation number of 8 or more, which is certainly higher than is usually found

for most transition elements. Eight is not a common coordination number

for the first member, titanium, but is very well known for zirconium, and

the spherical symmetry of the d0 configuration allows a variety of stereo-

chemistries. Moreover, a well known, sensitive method for estimating tita-

nium is to measure the intensity of the typical orange colour produced when

H2O2 is added to acidic solutions of TiIV. The colour is due to the peroxo

complex, [Ti(O2)(OH)(H2O)]+. The peroxo ligand is apparently bidentate

with oxygen atoms being equidistant from the metal ion.

Concerning alkoxides, complexes with both tetravalent cations are well

characterized but those of titanium are particularly important. The solvol-

ysis of TiCl4 with an alcohol yields a dialkoxide:

TiCl4 + 2ROH → TiCl2(OR)2 + 2HCl.

Dry ammonia can be added to remove the HCl; then the tetraalkoxides are

produced:

TiCl4 + 4ROH + 4NH3 → Ti(OR)4 + 4NH4Cl.

These titanium alkoxides are liquids or sublimable solids with octahedral

coordination of the titanium by polymerization, unless steric effects due

to the alkyl chain prevent it. Lower alkoxides are particularly sensitive

to moisture and hydrolyzation to the dioxide. Applying organic titanates

(as they are frequently described) on surfaces can produce a thin, trans-

parent, and adherent layer of TiO2 to a variety of materials just by expo-

sure to the atmosphere. They are consequently used in waterproof fabrics

and also in heat-resistant paints. However, the most important commer-

cial application is in the production of thixotropic paints which do not

“drip” or “run”. For this purpose the Ti(OR)4 is chelated with ligands

such as β-diketonates to give products of the type [Ti(OR)2(L-L)2]. These

are water soluble and can be more resistant to hydrolysis. Titanium tar-

trate complexes, probably dimeric species such as [Ti2(tartrate)2(OR)4], are

also useful catalysts in asymmetric epoxidations of allylic alcohols. As we
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Figure 4.1: A schematization of the condensation process of two metal

alkoxides: starting from hydrated metal alkoxides, water and M–O–M chains

are obtained.

will discuss in the following these aspects will have an important impact

on the synthesis strategy for PZT nanoparticles. Not surprisingly, in view

of its greater size, zirconium shows a greater preference than titanium for

O-donor ligands as well as for high coordination numbers, and this is shown

by the greater variety of β-diketonates, carboxylates and sulfato complexes

which it forms. Bis-β-diketonates such as [MCl2(acac)2] of both metals are

made by the reaction of MCl4 and the β-diketonate in inert solvents such

as toluene. They are octahedral with cis-chlorides. In addition, ZrIV forms

the monomeric, 7-coordinate [MCl(acac)3] complexes which have a distorted

pentagonal bipyramidal stereochemistry. Also, in alkaline conditions, ZrIV

will yield the tetrakis complexes, [M(acac)4], in aqueous solution.

Hydrolysis of metal alkoxides is the basis for the sol-gel method of prepa-

ration of oxide materials; for this reason reactions of metal alkoxides with

water in various solvents, principally alcohols, may be considered as their

most important chemical property. Formation of M–O–M bonds in the

hydrolysis products may follow mainly in two different paths. The first

one is the typical aging process of hydrated oxides; their metal ions are

coordinated by hydroxo, oxo, and aqua groups. Dehydration — which is

sketched in figure 4.1 — of such product results in irregular amorphous

oxide structures. The second way is characteristic only of metal alkoxides

and involves the elimination of ethers as shown in figure 4.2. The princi-

ples of metal alkoxide hydrolysis were formulated by Livage and Sanchez

[152]. A schematization of the hydrolysis process is shown in figure 4.3. On

the addition of water or a mixture of water and alcohol to the solutions of

alkoxides in organic solvents, nucleophillic attack of molecule at the posi-

tively charged metal atom occurs (a), which leads to an intermediate state
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Figure 4.2: A schematization of the condensation process of two metal

alkoxides: when metal alkoxides are not hydrated the final products of the

reaction are M–O–M chains and ethers.

Figure 4.3: Metal alkoxide hydrolysis via nucleophilic attack of water on

the electrophilic metal center.

(b). The shift of the proton from water molecule to the negatively charged

oxygen atom of the neighboring OR-group results in the intermediate state

(c) followed by elimination of an alcohol molecule. Thus, the whole process

follows the mechanism of nucleophillic substitution. The thermodynamics of

the reaction is determined by the nucleophilicity of the attacking group and

the electrophilicity of the metal atom. The rate of the substitution process

depends on the insaturation of the metal atom coordination sphere in the

metal alkoxide, the stability of the transition state (b) and the possibility

of the proton transfer within the transition state. Ti(OR)4 and Zr(OR)4
are definitively the most throughly studied alkoxides from the point of view

of their hydrolytic decomposition. Depending on the hydrolysis technique,

different products such as thin layers, fibers, glasses, and particles of Ti(O)2
and Zr(O)2 — but also more complex oxides — may be obtained. Several

preparation techniques are described in the literature. On the other hand

the physico-chemical aspect of hydrolysis received considerably less atten-

tion. The study of the hydrolysis and condensation of titanium n-butoxide

by means of 17O-NMR spectroscopy has shown that formation of oxo bridges

occurs immediately after addition of water, proving the extremely high rates

of both reactions. These rates are comparable even in the presence of re-
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action inhibitors like acids and complexing agents [153]. Condensation of

metal alkoxides occurring as a result of uncontrolled hydrolysis greatly in-

fluences further hydrolysis. Therefore, the properties of the products are

highly dependent on the content of residual water in the solvent used for the

preparation of the alkoxide solutions, as well as on the time and conditions

of storage of the solutions prior to hydrolysis. This fact was demonstrated

by the study of Zr(OR)4 hydrolysis of which are especially sensitive to water

[154, 155]. Acetic acid (HAc) has been reported to act as an acidic catalyst,

increasing gelation time and leading to the formation transparent homoge-

neous gels. This effect can be explained by partial substitution of OR- by

OAc- groups chelating metal atoms [156]. In the course of hydrolysis, the

OAc-groups remain bonded to tetravalent cation and consequently hinder

formation of gels. Acetylacetone and other β-diketonates are much stronger

chelating agents. In this case precipitation does not occur even with a big

excess of water, as chelating ligands cannot be completely eliminated. Blan-

chard and Sanchez used complex formation to slow down condensation in

the course of hydrolysis [153].

4.2 PZT Synthesis

The synthesis of PZT products involves the use of different reactants and

several steps, including a high temperature treatment. The conventional

method for the preparation of a PZT powder is the solid-state mechan-

ical mixing of carbonates, hydroxides and oxides. Although this process

is feasible, several drawbacks have been reported in the literature: non-

homogeneity of the final products, lack of control of the cation stoichiome-

try, abnormal grain growth, high temperature formation of perovskite phase,

and poor sintering behavior [157, 158, 159, 160]. For these reasons the fi-

nal electro-mechanical properties of the PZT material may not attain the

requested standard. In order to avoid the problems arising with the com-

mon solid-state methods, several wet-chemistry routes were proposed for the

preparation of nanostructured PZT materials [161]. All wet-chemistry meth-

ods involve the mixing of the starting materials at the molecular level, thus

determining high compositional homogeneity, stoichiometry control and low
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sintering temperatures [162, 163]. The common methods for the production

of PZT nanoparticles include the hydrothermal synthesis [158, 164, 165], co-

precipitation [159, 166], sol-gel techniques [160, 167, 168, 169], and complexes

combustion (or ligand burning) process [157, 170, 171, 172, 173]. Sol-gel

methods have been widely used for producing crystalline PZT nanoparti-

cles. However, this synthetic route often involves the use of titanium and

zirconium alkoxides, requiring then the use of nonaqueous solvents in the

preparation of the piezoelectric powders. On the other hand, complexes

combustion syntheses are based on the chelating properties of specific lig-

ands, e.g. tartaric acid and citric acid, and are carried out in water. Here

the starting materials are lead nitrate, titanium and zirconium oxides. Be-

cause of the low solubility in water of these compounds, a treatment with

hydrofluoric acid is necessary to dissolve them. Afterwards, fluoride anions

must be carefully removed to obtain the crystalline powders [174].

4.2.1 Sol-gel Methods

Sol-gel processing refers to the hydrolysis and condensation of alkoxide-

based precursors. The earliest examples of such reactions was reported by

Ebelmen in 1846 [175]. Sol-gel processing did not gather wide attention

till Geffcken and Berger developed a method for the preparation of oxide

films from sol-gel precursors in 1939 [176], which proved to be useful in

the manufacturing of stained glass. The versatility and general usefulness

of modern sol-gel processing is reflected in the huge volume of available

literature.

Disregarding the nature of the precursors, the sol-gel process can be

characterized by a series of distinct steps:

• Step 1 - Formation of stable solutions of the alkoxide or solvated

metal precursor (the sol).

• Step 2 - Gelation resulting from the formation of an oxide- or alcohol-

bridged network (the gel) by a polycondensation or polyesterification

reaction that results in a dramatic increase in the viscosity of the

solution. If so desired, the gel may be cast into a mold during this

step.
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• Step 3 - Aging of the gel (syneresis), during which the polyconden-

sation reactions continue until the gel transforms into a solid mass,

accompanied by contraction of the gel network and expulsion of sol-

vent from the gel pores. Ostwald ripening and phase transformations

may occur concurrently with syneresis. The aging process of gels can

exceed 7 days and is critical to the prevention of cracks in gels that

have been cast.

• Step 4 - Drying of the gel, when the solvents are removed from the

gel network. This process is complicated due to fundamental changes

in the structure of the gel. The drying process has itself been broken

into four distinct steps: (i) the constant rate period, (ii) the critical

point, (iii) the first falling rate period, and (iv) the second falling rate

period. If isolated by thermal evaporation, the resulting monolith is

termed a xerogel. If the solvent is extracted under supercritical or

near-supercritical conditions, the product is an aerogel.

• Step 5 - Dehydration, during which surface-bound M–OH groups are

removed thereby stabilizing the gel against rehydration. This is nor-

mally achieved by calcining the monolith at temperatures up to 1000
◦C.

• Step 6 - Densification and decomposition of the gels at high temper-

atures (T > 1000 ◦C). The pores of the gel network are collapsed,

and remaining organic species are volatilized. This step is normally

reserved for the preparation of dense ceramics or glasses.

The sol-gel method has been widely used in preparing materials as

nanoparticles, films and bulk forms. It is one of the most common syn-

thesis technique for the preparation of ferroelectric materials — including

PZT nanoparticles — and it offers several advantages [177, 178, 179]:

• Materials can be easily shaped into complex geometries in the gel state.

• Usually low temperatures, 200–600 ◦C, are required for the calcination

step.
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Figure 4.4: Flow chart of the sol-gel process developed by Wu et al. [160]

for the production of PZT nanopowders. Acetic acid and 1,2-propanediol

were used to dissolve the lead acetate. Ethylene glycol, 2-propanol and

distilled water were used as solvents for the Pb(NO3)2.

• High purity products can be produced because the starting material

can be mixed, dissolved in a specific solvent at the molecular level.

Despite these good points also some drawbacks have been reported. The

sol-gel method necessitate of quite a long time — several days — to com-

pleted. In figure 4.4 we report a flow chart of the sol-gel method proposed

by Wu et al. [160] for the synthesis of 52:48 PZT powders.

Many sol-gel methods reported in the literature for the preparation of

PZT materials require nonaqueous solvents or reactants that are not com-

mercially available [168, 180, 181, 182, 183]. These considerations limit the

application of the method to small-scale production of PZT precluding the

implementation of PZT synthesis in large-scale industry. The flow charts

in figures 4.5 and 4.6 are just two of the many examples reported in the

literature. Moreover, the calcination step — which inevitably leads to the

agglomeration of the particles — must be cited.
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Figure 4.5: Flow chart of the synthesis of PZT nanopowders proposed by

Li et al. [180]. Titanium oxynitrate and Zirconium nitrate can not be easily

found on the market.

4.2.2 The Pechini Method

In 1967, Pechini developed a modified sol-gel process for metals that are

not suitable for traditional sol-gel approaches because of their unfavorable

hydrolysis equilibria [184]. Even though Pechini’s original method was de-

veloped specifically for the preparation of thin films, it was later adapted

to the synthesis of powdered materials. The Pechini method, as it is now

referred to, relies on the formation of complexes of alkali metals, alkaline

earths, transition metals, or even nonmetals with bi- and tridendate organic

chelating agents such as citric acid. A polyalcohol like ethylene glycol is

added to establish linkages between the chelates by a polyesterification re-

action, resulting in gelation of the reaction mixture. A schematization of

the early stages of the process is reported in figure 4.7. 13C and 87Sr Nu-

clear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) studies of some gelled precursors have also

been published [185, 186, 187]. After drying, the gel is heated to initiate

pyrolysis of the organic species, resulting in agglomerated submicron oxide
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Figure 4.6: Flow chart for the preparation of PZT fibers according to

procedure developed by Zhang et al. [182].

particles. The advantage of the Pechini method lies in the elimination of

the requirement that the metals involved form suitable hydroxo complexes.

Chelating agents tend to form stable complexes with a variety of metals over

fairly wide pH ranges, allowing for the relatively easy synthesis of oxides of

considerable complexity.

The literature contains numerous variations of the Pechini method, most

of them involving alternative chelating agents. Several examples of complex-

ing agents have been reported from EDTA [188] to the already cited citrate

[187] and many others. EDTA is widely used as a complexing agent for

quantitative complexometric titrations due to its ability to bind almost any

cation. The four carboxylate groups allow the molecule to behave as either

a bi-, tri-, tetra-, penta-, or hexadendate ligand, depending of course on the

pH of its solution. Although EDTA’s binding ability tends to increase with

increasing pH, the polyesterification reaction between carboxylic acids and
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Figure 4.7: A representation of the early stages of the Pechini method:

the condensation between a metal complex, citric acid and a polyol.

polyalcohols that is necessary for gelation is acid catalyzed. Fortunately,

due to its zwitterionic character, EDTA will still bind many metals as a

bidentate ligand, even under highly acidic (pH < 4) conditions. Oxalic acid

and polymeric alcohols such as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) have also been used

as chelating agents for Pechini type syntheses [189]. In the case of poly-

mer alcohols, given the 3D network provided by the polymer, addition of

a polyol and subsequent esterification are not necessary. The polymer is

simply combined with the metal cations in solution to form a precursor that

is subsequently calcined to pyrolyze the organic species. These reactions are

sometimes referred to as polymer combustion syntheses. There are a num-

ber of syntheses reported in the literature that, while similar to the Pechini

method in their use of carboxylic acid-based chelating agents and pyroly-

sis of the resulting precursors, forego the use of a polyol or similar reagent

to induce polymerization [190]. It must be stressed that it is not clear

whether these solutions are in fact forming gels or simply contain precipi-

tated metal-citrate complexes. Furthermore the products of such reactions

tend to exhibit relatively large crystallite sizes with irregular morphologies
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Figure 4.8: A summary of the complexes combustion method developed

by Das et al. [174].

[191].

4.2.3 Complexes Combustion Approach

Despite the success of sol-gel processes, the moisture sensitivity of the

starting material metal alkoxides and organo-metallic compounds limits

their commercial application to the powder synthesis. A complex based

precursor solution method was thereby proposed for the preparation of

nanocrystalline powders such as PZT by Das et al. [174]. In this method and

its developments [171] a complexing agent, such as diethanolamine (DEA),

oxalic acid or tartaric acid, is used to keep the metal ions in homogeneous

solution, which leaves sufficient flexibility for the system to remain homoge-

neous throughout the synthesis without any precipitation. A schematization

of the complexes combustion approach is reported in figure 4.8.
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Highly crystalline PZT nanosystems were synthesized according to this

method at relatively lower heat treatment temperature compared to that

of the solid-state method. Among all the other methods investigated by

the authors, tartarate and DEA methods resulted to be the better meth-

ods to produce nanocrystalline PZT powders giving higher dielectric values

at relatively low temperatures, namely 200 ◦C and 450 ◦C. Using DEA or

tartaric acid in the system provided a homogeneous distribution of metal

ions preventing their precipitation or segregation from the solution during

the dehydration process. After complete dehydration, the exothermic de-

composition of metal complexes — a mere combustion involving atmospheric

oxygen — produced sufficient heat for nanophase formation. Thus, the PZT

phase formation occurred at relatively low external temperature in the DEA

and tartarate-based methods, in comparison to other reported methods —

with only exception of hydrothermal methods which are not discussed here.

Furthermore, the exothermic decomposition of precursors was accompanied

by the evolution of various gases such as NH3, CO, CO2 and water vapor,

which could not only protect the particles from agglomeration, but also dissi-

pate the heat of combustion, thus inhibiting the sintering of nanocrystalline

powders. The only disadvantage of this approach, as already mentioned

above, is related to the starting materials involved in the synthesis. In fact,

the most common sources of TiIV and ZrIV — namely TiO2 and ZrCl2 —

are extremely inert chemicals which can not be easily dissolved in water

solution. A procedure for obtaining water soluble TiIV and ZrIV chemical

necessitates of a tedious chemical treatment of TiO2 and ZrCl2 with hy-

drofluoric acid to produce the hydrated water-soluble oxides TiO2 · nH2O

and ZrO2 · nH2O. This methodology, which is sketched in figure 4.9, may

also introduce in the final water solution fluoride anions thus compromising

the electro-mechanical properties of the piezoelectric powder.

4.2.4 Experimental

High positive charges on the metal tend to stabilize the transition state

during hydrolysis. Consequently, the rate of hydrolysis for the titanium and

zirconium alkoxides is rapid, to the extent that special handling precautions
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Figure 4.9: A sketch of the common procedure for the preparation of

water soluble TiO2 · nH2O and ZrO2 · nH2O.

must be taken to protect the complexes from water and moisture. A strategy,

the standard alkoxides approach, for the production of PZT nanoparticles

using Ti- and Zr-alkoxides as starting material was thus studied. The aim

of this approach was to determine the effects of the ligands involved in the

stabilization of the cations in the water solution. Afterwards, based on

the results of the characterization of the powders obtained with standard

alkoxides method, the EDTA approach was developed. In this section we

present and discuss both methods.

Chemicals

Zirconium propoxide (Zr(OCH2CH2CH3)4, 70 wt % in 1-propanol, Ald-

rich), titanium isopropoxide (Ti[OCH(CH3)2]4, purum, Fluka), lead ace-

tate trihydrate (Pb(CH3COO)2 · 3H2O, puriss., Riedel-de Haën), ethylene-

diamine tetra-acetic acid (H4EDTA, 99.5%, Aldrich), lead nitrate (Pb(NO3)2,

99+%, Aldrich), acetic acid (≥ 99.7 %, Sigma-Aldrich), 2,4-pentanedione

(Hacac, ≥ 99.5%, Aldrich), DL-tartaric acid (99%, Aldrich) and Atlox 4912

(Uniqema, now Croda International; MW ≈ 5000 g/mol) were used without

any further purification. Water was purified with a Millipore (Billerica, MA)

system (resistivity 18 MΩ · cm).
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The Standard Alkoxides Approach

The standard alkoxides approach is resumed in Figure 4.10. The same

general procedure was used to prepare solutions containing TiIV or ZrIV

and the ligand. The proper amount of the selected ligand was dissolved

in water to obtain a 6 M solution. The alkoxide was then added at 40
◦C under magnetic stirring. In order to avoid hydrolysis and condensation

of the metal complexes, ligands were used in excess, and solutions added

slowly. Furthermore, catalytic amounts of H2O2 were added to the ligand

solution to enhance the formation of the complexes. The concentrations of

the ligand and the metal ion in the final solution were 2 M and approxi-

mately 0.8 M respectively. Lead nitrate was dissolved in a solution of fully

protonated ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid (H4EDTA) with a equimolar

ratio PbII:EDTA. A catalytic amount of ammonium hydroxide (100 µL)

was added. The final concentration of the PbII-EDTA complex was 1.6 M.

Proper amounts of the cations solutions were mixed, heated in a flask at

80 ◦C with a heating mantle and the solvent evaporated. The temperature

of the heating mantle was raised. As soon as the burning process started,

the heating treatment was stopped. The combustion of the organic ligands

brought about the evolvement of large amounts of dark brown gases. A

gray, fine-grained precursor powder was obtained. The precursors were then

calcinated in a muffle oven.

The EDTA Approach

A flowchart of the EDTA method is reported in Figure 4.11. 5 g of ti-

tanium isopropoxide were added to 10 mL of acetic acid. A proper amount

of zirconium propoxide was added. Lead acetate was dissolved in a small

amount of water, the concentration of PbII was equal to the overall concen-

tration of TiIV and ZrIV. The water and acetic acid solutions were mixed

quickly, and finally EDTA was added in equimolar amount with respect

to the total cations. Upon shaking, the solution became clear, and water

was evaporated by heating. After drying the the ligand was burned, and

the heating was stopped as soon as the combustion gases started develop-

ing. The precursor powders, which are shown in Figure 4.12, obtained were
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Figure 4.10: A schematization of the standard approach for the synthesis

of PZT nanoparticles.

finally calcinated for 15 min at 450 ◦C.

4.2.5 Few Comments on the Synthesis Methods and Sum-

mary

Both methods we present can be defined as hybrid approaches. While

the typical starting material of the Pechini method or sol-gel synthesis are

involved the key ideas of complexes combustion methods are applied. The

advantage of this modus operandi is that the duration of whole process, from

starting materials to the final crystalline product, is remarkably reduced. On

top of that, the best characteristic of both methods — complexes combustion

and sol-gel or Pechini methods — are mixed. Commercially available start-

ing materials which do not need any chemical modification or purification

are required. Nonaqueous solvents are not necessary and the combustion of

the ligands can be considered — compared to the pyrolysis step of sol-gel and

Pechini methods — as an energy saving solution. As already pointed out,

the heat released by the burning material let the heating to be switched off in

the early stages of the combustion step. The calcination step is also shorter
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Figure 4.11: A schematization of the EDTA approach for the synthesis

of PZT nanoparticles.

than the well known methods reported in the literature thus contributing to

the overall energy saving. In Table 4.2 we report a summary of the sample

which were produced according to the standard alkoxides method and the

EDTA method. All these precursor powders were produced keeping the mo-

lar ratio TiIV : ZrIV = 48 : 52. Moreover, in order to check the influence of

the TiIV : ZrIV molar ratio on the electro-mechanical properties of the PZT

crystalline powders, as it will be discussed in the following Chapter, two

more samples with molar ratio 25 : 75 and 75 : 25, were produced according

to the EDTA method. The calcination conditions were the same as those

reported in Table 4.2 for precursor D. The pictures of these precursors and

crystalline powders are reported in Figures 4.12 and 4.13, respectively.

4.3 Precursors Characterization

As already mentioned in the foregoing, the techniques we developed for

the preparation of crystalline PZT nanoparticles — as well as those reported

in the literature — necessitate of a thermal treatment to assure to formation

the perovskite-like structure. The best conditions of the thermal treatment

where determined by means of Differential Thermal Gravimetry (DTG). The

morphological features of the precursor powders were investigated through

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) measurements.
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Precursor TiIV Synthesis Calcination

ID Ligand Method Temperature (◦C) Duration

A tartaric acid standard

450 1, 2 and 4 h

600 1, 2 and 4 h

750 1, 2 and 4 h

B acetic acid standard

450 1, 2 and 4 h

600 1, 2 and 4 h

750 1, 2 and 4 h

C acetyl acetone standard

450 1, 2 and 4 h

600 1, 2 and 4 h

750 1, 2 and 4 h

D H4EDTA EDTA 450 15 min and 20 h

Table 4.2: A list of the precursor prepared according to the standard

alkoxide and the EDTA methods and the calcination conditions which were

used for the production of all the samples.
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Figure 4.12: Pictures of precursor powders obtained from the EDTA

method. Three stoichiometries with different TiIV : ZrIV molar ratio

were prepared. (a): Pb(Ti0.25Zr0.75)O3; (b): Pb(Ti0.48Zr0.52)O3; (c):

Pb(Ti0.75Zr0.25)O3.

4.3.1 Experimental Methods

TEM

TEM measurements were carried out with a Philips electron microscope

(model EM201C).

DTG

Differential Thermal Gravimetry measurements were performed with an

SDT Q600 apparatus (TA Instruments, Milan, Italy) between 50 and 800
◦C with a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min. The samples were kept under an air

flux of 100 mL/min.

4.3.2 Results

TEM Measurements

All the synthetic routes lead to the formation of amorphous precursors.

The precursor powders were obtained before the calcination step. The TEM

images of these samples (Figures 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16) show the presence of

small-sized particles embedded in the carbonaceous material due to ligands

which were only partially burned. The calcination step is therefore funda-

mental for obtaining a highly crystalline powder. The presence of carbona-
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Figure 4.13: Pictures of PZT powders obtained from the EDTA method.

Three stoichiometries with different TiIV : ZrIV molar ratio were prepared.

(a): Pb(Ti0.25Zr0.75)O3; (b): Pb(Ti0.48Zr0.52)O3; (c): Pb(Ti0.75Zr0.25)O3.

Figure 4.14: TEM image obtained from the precursor powder A.

ceous residues is especially remarkable in sample A (Figure 4.14), where

no nanostructure can be detected after this synthetic step. On the other

hand, the samples prepared using low molecular weight ligands, such as

HAc and 2,4-pentanedione, acetyl acetone (Hacac), exhibit the presence of

highly agglomerated nanoparticles that are still embedded in the carbona-

ceous residues.
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Figure 4.15: TEM image obtained from the precursor powder B.

DTG Measurements

DTG data confirm the presence of carbonaceous residues in the precur-

sor powders: in fact all samples show a significant mass loss during the

temperature ramp. This feature is particularly evident in samples A and

D, with a mass loss of about 35% before a first plateau is reached around

730 ◦C. The combustion of the ligand residues determines the evolvement of

gas (CO2, H2O, and NH3). High molecular weight ligands lead to a larger

production of combustion gasses. This process prevents particle sintering

through the dissipation of the combustion heat [165].

The thermogravimetric measurements performed on the precursors also

reveal if PbO loss due to volatilization at high temperature occurs and how

the calcination treatment may affect the properties of the final powder,

depending on the temperature and the duration of the thermal treatment.

Between 20 ◦C and 200 ◦C the thermogram indicates the loss of solvent

molecules, see Figure 4.17, at a relatively slow rate. Temperature increments

result in the decomposition of the residues of the ligands that were only

partially burned. The thermal stability of a ligand thus sets the temperature

at which the calcination leads to a crystalline pure material. Comparing the

data of samples A, B, C and D, and the thermograms obtained from the
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Figure 4.16: TEM image obtained from the precursor powder C.

pure ligands, each peak can be easily related to the decomposition of the

particular ligand. All the samples show a plateau at 730 ◦C. A mass decrease,

due to the loss of PbO, takes place above 790 ◦C. At lower temperatures all

the samples show one or more peaks between 350 ◦C and 700 ◦C, due to

the decomposition of EDTA (the only peak in sample D), tartrate (sample

A), acetic acid (sample B), or acac (sample C) and their residues. The only

exception is sample D, where the plateau is already reached at 550 ◦C and

the decomposition of EDTA does not lead to the formation of any residue.

Furthermore, no mass loss due to PbO volatilization is observed above 790
◦C. The analysis of the thermal behavior of the precursors was investigated

in order to assess which ligand can provide the necessary thermal energy

to sustain the burning step. The results (Figure4.17, red curves) obtained

for sample A and D are particularly interesting, as they show that the peak

at lower temperature, corresponding to the decomposition of tartrate and

EDTA residues, are characterized by the highest combustion enthalpy (4.6

and 5.5 kJ/g, respectively). On the other hand, the decomposition of acetic

acid residues does not produce any release of heat (sample B), while the

enthalpy calculated for sample C is only 0.9 kJ/g. A summary of the DTG

data is reported in Table4.3. The temperature of combustion (Tc) was

calculated from the first maximum of the mass loss derivative curve (which is
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Figure 4.17: DTG data form sample A, B, C and D. The left y-axis

represents the weight (%) of the sample, the black right y-axis indicates the

∂m/∂T derivative, and the red right y-axis the heat flow used to determine

the enthalpy involved in the combustion process. All data were plotted vs.

the temperature (T). To ease comparison the ∂m/∂T data were rescaled.

associated with enthalpy development). At higher temperatures, a positive

heat flow was recorded for samples A, B and C, due to particle sintering.

This aspect will discussed in the following.

4.4 PZT Powders Characterization

In this Section we discuss and compare the results of the novel hybrid

syntheses — the alkoxides approach and the EDTA approach — where, as

it was described in the previous Sections, the concepts of the complexes

combustion methods are applied to starting materials such as titanium and

zirconium alkoxides. The crystalline and chemical purity of the PZT pow-

ders were evaluated by means of X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and Proton In-
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Sample Ligand MW ∆H Tc

ID Molecular Formula (g/mol) (kJ/g) (◦C)

A C4H6O6 150.09 4.6 450

B C2H4O2 60.05 - -

C C5H8O2 100.13 0.9 370

D C10H16N2O8 292.24 5.5 450

Table 4.3: A summary of the thermal data obtained form DTG.

duced X-Ray Emission (PIXE), respectively. The morphological feature of

the crystalline powders were checked through Scanning Electron Microscopy

(SEM) measurements. The temperature and duration of the calcination

step strongly affect the morphological and the crystalline properties of the

powders, depending on the chemical and thermal properties of the ligands

involved in each synthetic pathway. All the results presented in this Section

refer to the samples with stoichiometry Pb(Ti0.48Zr0.52)O3.

4.4.1 Experimental Methods

PIXE

PIXE measurements were performed at the 3 MV Tandetron accelerator

of INFN-LABEC laboratory in Florence. Samples were bombarded with a

3.2 MeV proton beam. The beam was collimated to dimensions of 2 × 1

mm2; anyway, using a scanning mode, most of the area of the sample has

been analyzed. X-rays were revealed by two detectors, optimised for low

and medium-high X-ray energies; the first one is a Silicon Drift Detector

(SDD), the latter is a Si(Li) detector and their energy resolutions are 145

and 190 eV at 5.9 keV, respectively. The experimental set-up is described

in detail elsewhere [192]. PIXE spectra were analyzed with the GUPIX

software [193].
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XRD Measurements

XRD data were recorded using a Bruker D8 Advance Diffractometer

(Bruker axs), equipped with a ceramic X-ray tube and a copper anode,

theta-theta goniometer and Bragg-Brentano geometry. The crystallite size

was calculated by means of a built-in software. The band broadening due

to instrumental response was thus subtracted.

SEM

SEM images were collected with a Stereoscan S360 instrument, (Cam-

bridge, UK). Samples were coated with gold by sputtering under vacuum.

4.4.2 Results

PIXE

Since the molar ratio between titanium and zirconium cations is ex-

tremely important for the piezoelectric response of PZT powders, PIXE

measurements (Figure 4.18) were carried out to assess the quantities of

both TiIV and ZrIV ions in the PZT nanoparticles obtained from the EDTA

method. PIXE is a well-established analytical method for multielemental

determination that is based on ion bombardment to produce characteris-

tic X-rays of the elements present in the material. Therefore it offers the

possibility of an very interesting investigation of the chemical composition

of the samples. The measurements were repeated for six times on samples

with theoretical molar ratio ZrIV : TiIV = 52 : 48 (corresponding to 1.08).

The mass ratios obtained are summarized in Table 4.4. The error associated

with the measurements is 8%.

A molar ZrIV : TiIV ratio of 1.02 ± 0.08 was thus calculated with few

algebraic step. This result clearly confirm that the EDTA method allows a

satisfactory control of the chemical composition of the final nanopowders.

XRD Measurements

Figure 4.19 show the X-Ray Diffraction profiles of the calcinated powders

obtained from precursors A, B, and C. As suggested by the DTG measure-
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Figure 4.18: PIXE data for the Pb(Ti0.48Zr0.52)O3 sample prepared ac-

cording to the EDTA method.

Cations Mass Ratio

TiIV/PbII 0.115

ZrIV/PbII 0.223

ZrIV/TiIV 1.94

Table 4.4: Cations mass ratios calculated from PIXE data. The error

associated with the measurements is 8%.

ments, calcination at low temperatures may not lead to crystalline pure PZT

powders. When the samples are treated at 450 ◦C (Figure 4.19 (a) and (b)),

the only powders that show the typical PZT diffraction patterns — although

with some impurities — are those obtained from precursor B, where acetic

acid was used as stabilizer for both TiIV and ZrIV ions. Although the tem-

perature is relatively low, the limited mass fraction of carbonaceous residues

leads to the formation of crystalline PZT, with some degree of impurity, af-

ter at least 1 hour of calcination in the muffle furnace. No crystalline PZT

phase can be detected in the samples obtained from precursors A and C,

where the amount of residues from tartaric acid (A) and acac (C) is much
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higher, due to their larger molecular weight. This evidence agrees with the

mass loss of the precursors as recorded through DTG measurements.

The calcination of the precursors at 600 ◦C (Figure 4.19 (c)) results in the

formation of crystalline materials (from sample B) or partially crystalline

powders as in the case of samples A and C, where pyrochlores and PbO

signals are detected. This behavior can be ascribed to the different thermal

properties of the ligands used as stabilizers for TiIV and ZrIV. Unlike the

combustion of tartrate residues, which involves a significant release of heat,

the burning of acac is not so efficient. This may lead to a heterogeneous re-

moval of the carbonaceous matrix, and determine the formation of PbTiO3,

PbZrO3 and PbO. On the other hand the combustion of high molecular

weight ligands, like tartrate, necessitate of longer calcination times if the

heat generated in the burning process is not large enough to assure the

removal of the whole carbonaceous matrix. Therefore the thermal proper-

ties of the ligands involved in the stabilization of TiIV and ZrIV do affect

strongly the crystalline purity of the final powder. This picture is confirmed

by XRD data obtained for precursor D. Figure 4.20 shows a pure crystalline

PZT phase after calcination at 450 ◦C for 15 min only. Hence, the presence

of the same ligand (EDTA) for the cations inhibits the formation of crys-

talline impurities even when the calcination is carried out for such a short

period of time. On the basis of the discussion above concerning the effects

of the molecular weight of the ligand and those of the heat released in the

combustion, it is clear that the large enthalpy of combustion of EDTA is

fundamental to achieve crystalline pure powders.

The crystallite sizes were calculated according to the Scherrer equation,

and are reported in Table 4.5. As expected, the crystallite size grows raising

the temperature and the duration of the calcination step.

SEM

The morphology and the micro-structure of the calcinated powders were

investigated through Scanning Electron Microscopy. Figures 4.21, 4.22, 4.23

and 4.24 show the SEM images of the samples produced with the different

synthetic paths. A long thermal treatment of the precursors results in sin-
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Figure 4.19: XRD profiles from the powders obtained calcinating pre-

cursors A, B and C at 450 ◦C for 1 h (a), 2 h (b) and at 600 ◦C for 1 h

(c).
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Figure 4.20: XRD pattern from sample D after calcination at 450 ◦C for

15 min.

Precursor Calcination Mean Crystallite Size

ID (nm)

C 600 ◦C - 1 h 19.4± 1.5

C 750 ◦C - 1 h 26± 3.7

D 450 ◦C - 15 min 16.3± 1.7

Table 4.5: Mean crystallite size calculated according to the Scherrer equa-

tion from XRD measurements.

tered powders (see Figures 4.21 and 4.22 on pages 82 and 83, respectively).

The powder obtained from precursor A after 1 hour of calcination at 450
◦C still reveals a very fine structure embedded in the carbonaceous matrix.

After 2 hours, free standing particles with an average diameter ranging be-

tween 100 and 600 nm are formed. When the samples are calcinated for 4

h, sintering strongly occurs and only a few free standing particles are found.

This behavior is common in all the investigated samples and the presence

of high molecular weight ligands prevents particle sintering. In Figure 4.22

we compare the effects of calcination at 450 ◦C for 2 hours on samples B

and C. Calcination of sample B (see Figure 4.22 (a)) leads to highly sintered

domains that contain free standing particles with a diameter of about 600

nm. Instead in sample C (see Figure 4.22 (b)) no free standing particles are

found.
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Figure 4.21: SEM images of samples A calcinated at 450 ◦C for 1 hour

(a), 2 hours (b), and 4 hours (c).

These considerations are confirmed by SEM investigation of the powders

produced by calcinating the precursor A at 750 ◦C for 1 h: Figure 4.23 shows

the presence of free standing particles, with an average diameter of about

150 nm.

Finally, SEM on sample E (Figure 4.24) shows the presence of small

agglomerated particles. In order to evaluate their size, we carried out Dy-

namic Light Scattering (DLS) measurements after dispersing the sample in

a surfactant aqueous solution. The next Section is devoted to the discussion

of these dispersions.
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Figure 4.22: SEM images of the samples from precursors B (a) and C (b),

calcinated at 450 ◦C for 2 hours.

Figure 4.23: SEM image of sample A after calcination at 750 ◦C for 1

hour.

Figure 4.24: SEM image of sample E after calcination at 450 ◦C for 15

min.
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4.5 Dispersion and Coating

Once the properties of PZT powders were well characterized we looked

into the possibility of preparing stable colloidal dispersions of PZT nanopow-

ders. This point is extremely important in order to apply the piezoelectric

powders mixed with any kind of polymeric dispersion for the production of

piezoelectric devices acting as sensors. On the other hand having an ad hoc

stable water dispersion can be also exploited for the functionalization of any

kind of surface. The PZT water-based dispersions were characterized by

means of DLS and zeta potential.

4.5.1 Experimental Section

Preparation of PZT Water-Based Formulations

PZT water dispersions were prepared with a two-step method. The pow-

ders (≈5% wt/wt) were placed in a vial with Atlox 4912, see Figure 4.25,

(≈1% wt/wt) and water (15 ml). The surfactant was dissolved at 60 ◦C. A

pre-dispersion step was carried out with a sonicator (S-450 Sonifier R©, Bran-

son Ultrasonics Corporation, 41 Eagle Rd., Danbury, CT) equipped with a

micro-tip for small volumes. Then the dispersions were size-reduced through

microfluidization at high pressure, up to 930 bar, for 15 min with a M-110S

Microfluidizer R©(Microfluidics International Corporation, 30 Ossipee Road,

Newton, MA). A picture of a dispersion is shown in Figure 4.26.

DLS

DLS measurements were performed with a Brookhaven apparatus (Brook-

haven Instruments Corporation, 750 Blue Point Road, Holtsville, NY) equip-

ped with a BI200SM goniometer, a BI9000AT digital correlator card, an EMI

9863B/350 photomoltiplier and an index-matching liquid (decahydronaph-

thalene) filtration and circulation system. The light source (λ= 532 nm) was

the second harmonic of a diode pumped Nd:YAG laser (Compass 350M-20,

Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA), linearly polarized in the vertical direc-

tion and impinging on the sample with 68 mW power. The laser long-term

power stability was ± 0.5%. The light scattered from the sample was col-
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Figure 4.25: A schematization of the structure of Atlox 4912. Atlox 4912

is an ABA block copolymer. ‘A’ block is made of 12-hydroxystearic acid

units while ‘B’ block is polyethylene glycol.

Figure 4.26: A picture of the water-based PZT dispersion with Atlox

4912.

lected at 90◦ with respect to the impinging laser light radiation. A water

circulating bath temperature control system was used to maintain a constant

temperature during the experiment. In order to avoid multiple scattering,

the samples were diluted 1:1000 with MilliQ water, directly into cylindri-

cal scattering glass tubes (Hellma R©, Müllheim, Germany). To obtain the

size distribution histograms of the scattering objects, the field autocorrela-

tion functions were Laplace inverted using the CONTIN routine [194]. All

CONTIN analyses were number weighted.
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Zeta Potential

Zeta potential was determined with a ZetaPals (Brookhaven Instruments

Corporation, 750 Blue Point Road, Holtsville, NY). About 1.6 ml of each

sample were added in a disposable cuvette and the temperature stabilized at

25 ◦C for 5 minutes. The zeta potential was then determined by measuring

the direction and velocity that the particles or aggregates moving in the

applied electric field. The Smoluchowsky mathematical model was used ware

to convert the electrophoretic mobility measurements into zeta potential

values.

4.5.2 Results

DLS and Zeta Potential

DLS analysis of the dispersions produced with Atlox 4912 reveals the

presence of small particles with a diameter centered at 40 nm. The auto-

correlation function for the PZT water dispersion is reported in figure 4.27.

The histogram reported in figure 4.28 was plotted according to the fitting

parameters extracted with the CONTIN procedure from the autocorrelation

functions.

Figure 4.27: Normalized autocorrelation function of the PZT in water

dispersion with Atlox 4912.

This result ensure both colloidal stability and high electro-mechanical

properties, thus confirming that our procedures can be applied for the pro-

duction of piezoelectric nano-devices. The small particle size may prevent

particle sedimentation while the piezoelectric properties of PZT powders
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can guaranteed on the basis of the recent works published in the literature

([195, 196, 197, 114], in particular those by Glinchuk et al.). In fact, a fur-

ther reduction of the particle size may result in ferroelectricity quenching as

already suggested by several authors like Jian [198] and Zhong [199].

Figure 4.28: Particle size distribution histogram (hydrodynamic diame-

ter) for the PZT in water dispersion with Atlox 4912.

Furthermore, concerning colloidal stability, zeta potential measurements

indicate that the average zeta potential is ≈ −20 mV. This result demon-

strate that electrostatic interactions and steric effects (due the the surfactant

chemical structure) play a role in determining the colloidal stability of the

dispersions.





Chapter 5

PZT Nanocomposites

Chapter 5 is devoted to the presentation of the PZT nanocomposites

which were prepared in our labs (Section 5.2) and to the discussion of re-

sults of the electro-mechanical characterization which was performed (Sec-

tion 5.4). An introduction to the key ideas beyond the science of nanocom-

posites is given in Section 5.1, while the experimental setup for the electro-

mechanical characterization of the nanocomposites is thoroughly described

in Section 5.3.

5.1 Introduction to Nanocomposites

Nanostructured composites — or nanocomposites — are multicompo-

nent materials in which at least one of the constituents has one or more

characteristic dimensions (length, width, or thickness) in the nanometer

size range — from 1 to 1000 nm. The main difference between nanocom-

posites [200, 201, 202, 203] and conventional composite materials is that the

former are characterized by an extremely high surface to volume ratio of

the reinforcing phase. In fact, the area of the interface between the matrix

and reinforcement phase is usually at least an order of magnitude greater

than for conventional composite materials, while the reinforcing material

can be made up of 3D- (e.g. minerals nanoparticles), 2D- (e.g. exfoliated

clay stacks) or 1D-objects (e.g carbon nanotubes or electrospun fibers) [204].

The field of nanocomposite materials has had the attention of both scientists

89
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and engineers in the last decades. This scrutiny results from the simple and

fascinating premise that using nanosized building blocks makes it possible

to design and fabricate new smart materials with unprecedented flexibility

and improvements in their physical properties. In general, nanocomposite

materials can demonstrate different mechanical, electrical, optical, electro-

chemical, catalytic, and structural properties than those of each individual

component. The multifunctional behavior for any specific property of the

material is often more than the sum of the individual components. The

ability to tailor composites by using nanosized building blocks of different

chemical species has found applications in several interdisciplinary fields.

Nature was the inspiriting muse of the art and the science of nanocom-

posites. The most convincing examples of such designs are structures such as

bones, which are hierarchical nanocomposites built from ceramic tablets and

organic binders. Because the constituents of a nanocomposite have different

structures and compositions and hence properties, they may serve various

functions. Thus, the materials built from them can be multifunctional. Tak-

ing some clues from nature and based on the demands that emerging tech-

nologies put on building new materials that can satisfy several functions at

the same time for many applications, scientists have been devising synthetic

strategies for producing nanocomposites. These strategies have clear ad-

vantages over those used to produce homogeneous large-grained materials.

Behind the push for nanocomposites is the fact that they offer useful new

properties compared to conventional materials combining different compo-

nents with different properties.

The idea of enriching properties and improving characteristics of materi-

als through the development of multiple-phase nanocomposites is not recent.

This purpose has been practiced ever since civilization started and humanity

began producing more efficient materials for functional aims. Apart from the

large variety of nanocomposites found in nature an excellent example of the

use of synthetic nanocomposites in antiquity is the discovery of the structure

of Mayan paintings developed in the Mesoamericas. State-of-the-art charac-

terization of these paintings samples reveals that they consisted in a matrix

of clay mixed with a bluish organic colorant — namely indigo (see Figure

5.1) — molecules. They also contained inclusions of metal nanoparticles
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Figure 5.1: An indigo molecule.

encapsulated in an amorphous silicate substrate, with oxide nanoparticles

on the substrate. The nanoparticles were formed during heat treatment

from impurities — like Fe, Cr and Mn — present in the raw materials such

as clays, but their content and size also affected the optical properties of

the final paint. The combination of intercalated clay forming a superlat-

tice in conjunction with metallic and oxide nanoparticles embedded on the

amorphous substrate made this paint one of the earliest synthetic materials

resembling modern functional nanocomposites [205].

As already stated above, nanocomposites can be considered as solid

structures with at least one nanometer-scale characteristic dimension. These

materials typically consist of an inorganic (host) solid containing an or-

ganic component or vice versa. Or they can comprise two or more inor-

ganic/organic phases in any combinatorial form with the constraint that at

least one of the phases or features be in the nanosize range. Extreme ex-

amples of nanocomposites can be porous media, colloids, gels, and copoly-

mers. In the following we will present composites made of two inorganic

components and others were oxides nanoparticles are embedded in organic

matrixes.

Both simple and complex approaches for the production of nanocompos-

ite exist. A practical dual-phase nanocomposite system, such as supported

catalysts used in heterogeneous catalysis (e.g. metal nanoparticles placed

on ceramic supports), can be prepared simply by evaporation of metal onto

chosen substrates or applying a dispersion on the support surface. On the

other hand, material such as bone, which has a complex hierarchical struc-

ture with coexisting ceramic and polymeric phases, is difficult to duplicate

entirely by existing synthesis techniques. The methods used in the prepara-
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tion of nanocomposites range from chemical means to vapor phase deposi-

tion.

5.1.1 Ceramic Nanocomposites

Nanocomposite technology can be also applied to functional ceramics

such as ferroelectric and piezoelectric materials [206, 207, 208]. Incorporat-

ing small amounts of ceramic or metallic nanoparticles into BaTiO3, ZnO,

or cubic ZrO2 can significantly improve their mechanical strength and hard-

ness, which are very important for the production of highly reliable electric

devices operating in critical environmental conditions. Dispersion of soft

materials into a hard ceramic generally decreases its mechanical properties

(e.g., hardness). However, in nanocomposites, soft materials added to sev-

eral kinds of ceramics can improve their mechanical properties. For exam-

ple, adding hexagonal boron nitride to silicon nitride ceramic can enhance

its fracture strength not only at room temperature but also at very high

temperatures up to 1500 ◦C. In addition, some of these nanocomposite ma-

terials exhibit superior thermal shock resistance and machinability because

of the characteristic plasticity of one of the phases and the interface regions

between that phase and the hard ceramic matrices. Processing is of course a

key factor for the fabrication of nanocomposites with optimized properties.

Some examples of commonly used processes for creating nanocomposites are

discussed in the following.

Nanocomposites by Mechanical Alloying

Mechanical alloying was invented to shape small-particle dispersion str-

engthened metallic alloys. In this high-energy ball milling process, alloying

occurs as a result of repeated breaking up and joining (welding) of the com-

ponent particles. The procedure can prepare metastable systems such as

polyfunctional amorphous alloys and nanocomposites. One the major ad-

vantages of this approach is the easy scaling up of the process to industrial

quantities. On the other hand purity and homogeneity of the structures

produced remain a challenge. Furthermore, high-energy ball milling can in-

duce chemical reactions transferring mechanical energy to the system. This
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concepts were used to prepare magnetic oxide-metal nanocomposites via me-

chanically induced displacement reactions between a metal oxide and a more

reactive metal [209]. Ball milling can obviously induce chemical changes

also in nonmetallurgical systems, like minerals, ceramics and organic com-

pounds. In summary, the interest in mechanical alloying as a method to

produce nanocrystalline materials is due to the simplicity of the method

and the possibility for scaling up the process. Clearly these concepts can be

also applied to composites made of two inorganic components.

Inorganic Nanocomposites for Electrical Applications

The functionalization of a piezoelectric material with a nonpiezoelectric

component is unlikely to improve properties such as the strain per unit field

or the charge per unit force. On the other hand, the dielectric loss of the

nanocomposite material under high alternating electric fields is an interest-

ing issue. Large dielectric loss at high fields may limit high-drive electrical

applications, reducing their efficiency. A clear distinction has been shown

between weak and strong field behavior in materials such as BaTiO3. Above

a critical field, due to hysteretic domain wall motion and the resultant re-

orientation by spontaneous polarization, the dielectric constant and dielec-

tric loss increase dramatically. However, it is possible that incorporating

nanosized particles (SiC of small volume percentages, 2.5%) into an elec-

troceramic matrix (BaTiO3) may hinder domain wall motion sufficiently to

reduce dielectric losses at high fields. Accordingly, the microstructure re-

quires the particles to be situated intragranularly. This concept is similar to

that used in the development of hard ferromagnetic materials. In this case

heat treatment is used to produce a fine dispersion of particles within the mi-

crostructure, increasing the resistance to domain wall motion. Furthermore,

in addition to the possible effect of the particles on piezoelectric proper-

ties, other issues that must be taken into account include the effects of any

secondary phases produced by solid-state reactions between the matrix and

nanoparticles; in a BaTiO3/SiC system, heat treatment and hot pressing can

form new phases such as Ba2TiSi2O8. When such phases are formed in the

composite, the permittivity of the system decreases. Addition of silicon car-
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bide leads to a change in the microstructure of the material and a decrease

in grain size. This outcome has been reported in structural systems, which

show corresponding improvements in mechanical properties. In addition, the

fracture mode was transformed from transgranular for monolithic BaTiO3 to

intergranular for the nanocomposite. Many studies have been undertaken

to fabricate piezoelectric particle-dispersed ceramic nanocomposites from

other materials: Pb(TixZr1−x)O3 nanocomposites have been prepared from

high-purity PZT powder and small amounts of oxides (Al2O3, MgO, etc.)

[210]. Small additions of a second phase improve the mechanical properties,

such as hardness and fracture toughness, of the PZT. The nanocomposites

reduced grain size during processing with the second phase is responsible for

the improved mechanical properties. The piezoelectric properties of these

composites remain essentially unchanged, although for the MgO compos-

ites, the electromechanical coupling factor (which is important for actuator

applications) becomes even larger.

On the other hand, one of key points of this work is to check the possibil-

ity of incorporating PZT nanoparticles in inert matrixes — such as inorganic

materials or organic polymers — and to use them as sensors. The big issue

is whether polarization is necessary to detect piezoelectric effects. More-

over, the effects of the incorporation of PZT nanoparticles in a matrix on

the electro-mechanical response will have to be determined.

Nanocomposites can also be useful for such applications as electrical

contact materials, particularly to replace the toxic Ag/CdO contacts. The

reactive milling process has been used for manufacturing Ag/SnO2 nanocom-

posites. A high-energy ball mill controls the reaction to obtain nanosized

SnO2 particles in an Ag matrix [211]. Then this powder is hot pressed

into electrical contacts with superior erosion resistance and good thermal

and electrical conductivity. Such cermet-like nanocomposites (in different

configurations) have applications in other areas, like sensors. Many reports

have appeared on gas-sensing technologies based on the measurement of

changes in the electrical resistances of metal oxides (such as SnO2, TiO2)

as the environment is changed [212, 213]. The sensitivity and selectivity

of these metal oxide sensors can be affected by deposition of discontinuous

metal films on their surface. Metals such as Pd, Pt, etc. have been used as
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surface activators. Similarly, incorporating metal clusters into bulk oxides

to form nanocomposites also makes it possible to tailor the effective bulk

electrical response of sensor materials. This incorporation allows the range

of resistivity changes caused by changes in the carrier concentration at the

surface or bulk of the metal oxide sensor material to be altered. Although

ceramic/metal composites are exciting mostly due to improved mechani-

cal properties, the temperature-dependent electrical behavior of metal in

ceramic nanocomposites is quite interesting [214].

5.1.2 Polymer-based and Polymer-filled Nanocomposites

Polymer composites are commercial materials with applications that in-

clude filled elastomers for damping, electrical insulators, thermal conductors

and high-performance composites for use in aircraft [215]. Multifunctional

materials are prepared combining components with tailored properties; for

example, high-modulus but brittle carbon fibers are added to low-modulus

polymers to create a stiff, lightweight composite with some degree of tough-

ness [215]. These materials can be applied in aircraft industry but many

others have been applied like filled elastomers for damping, electrical insu-

lators and thermal conductors. Nevertheless, in recent years science and

technology have reached the limits of optimizing composite properties of

conventional micrometer-scale composite fillers.

Recently, new approaches have been investigated to overcome the lim-

itations of traditional micrometer-scale polymer composites — nanoscale

filled polymer composites — in which the filler is characterized by at least

one dimension smaller than 1000 nm. Although some nanofilled compos-

ites have been used for more than a century, research and development of

nanofilled polymers has greatly increased in the last decades [216]. First,

unprecedented combinations of properties have been observed in some poly-

mer nanocomposites [217]. A second reason for the dramatic increase in

research and development of these materials was the “second” — nanotubes

have been observed since the 1960s [218] — discovery of carbon nanotubes

by Iijima in the early 1990s [219]. Starting from the mid-1990s they were

made in the quantities required for property evaluation of composites. The
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properties of these carbon nanotubes, particularly strength and electrical

properties, are significantly different from those of graphite and offer excit-

ing possibilities for new composite materials. Last but not least, a note-

worthy development in the chemical processing techniques of nanoparticles

and in the in situ processing of nanocomposites has led to unprecedented

control over the morphology of such composites. It has also generated an

almost unlimited ability to control the interface between the matrix and the

filler. It is therefore an exciting time to study nanocomposites. Because of

the unique combinations of properties that are achievable, because of the

high potential for successful commercial development and also because of

the powerful instruments that scientists posses for this purpose. We have at

our fingertips, however, the ability to change the size, volume fraction, inter-

face, and degree of dispersion or aggregation. Moreover the polymer-based

nanocomposites approach offer the opportunity of an extremely easy shap-

ing of the piezoelectric sensor. Thus, the opportunities may well become

limitless when theory and experiment have assembled enough information

to guide further development.

One of the key limitations in the commercialization of nanocomposites is

processing. Early attempts at clay-filled polymers required processing that

was not commercially feasible, but this situation has changed. Similarly,

processing of other nanocomposites is becoming easier and more commer-

cially viable as our understanding improves. A primary difficulty is proper

dispersion of the fillers. Without proper dispersion and distribution of the

fillers, the high surface area is compromised and the aggregates can act as

defects, which limit properties. To facilitate discussion, we will define the

state of aggregation in those nanocomposites. Distribution of a nanofiller

describes the homogeneity throughout the sample, and the dispersion de-

scribes the level of agglomeration.

There are three general ways for dispersing nanofillers in polymers. The

first one is the direct mixing of the polymer and the nanoparticles — either

in the solid state or properly dispersed in a liquid phase. The second is in-

situ polymerization in the presence of the nanoparticles, while the third is

the parallel in-situ growth of the nanoparticles and in-situ polymerization.

The latter can result in composites called hybrid nanocomposites because of
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the intimate mixing of the two phases [220, 221, 222, 223, 224]. A detailed

description of the processing of the nanocomposites which were developed

in this work is reported in the next Section.

5.2 Preparation of PZT Nanocomposites

5.2.1 Materials

PZT powders were synthetized in our labs. BaTiO3 (nanopowder (cubic

crystalline phase), < 100 nm particle size (BET), ≥ 99% trace metals basis)

was bought from Sigma-Alrich and was used without any further purifica-

tion. All the polymer dispersions were kindly supplied by BG Polymers

(www.bgpol.co.il). CaCO3 (SigmaUltra, ≥ 99.0%) was bought from Sigma-

Alrich and was used without any further purification. Cements which were

used for PZT nanocomposites were kindly supplied by Italcementi (Berg-

amo, Italy).

5.2.2 Pure Piezoelectric Discs

In order to evaluate the piezoelectric response of crystalline PZT powders

— produced according to the EDTA method — small piezoelectric discs, of

about 2 mm of thickness and 1 cm of diameter, were produced (See Fig-

ure 5.2). The discs were prepared weighting about 400 mg of the powder.

The powders were placed between two aluminum foils and pressed at 7 tons

for 15 minutes. The aluminum foils acting as electrodes were connected to

the acquisition system which will be described in Section 5.3. This proce-

dure was applied for the production of pure PZT samples obtained from

the EDTA method (the same holds for all the others). A summary of the

samples prepared with pure piezoelectric powders can be found in Table

5.1. Furthermore, pure BaTiO3 discs were prepared as a reference for the

evaluation of the electric response of PZT discs.

5.2.3 PZT/Polymer Nanocomposites

PZT/polymer nanocomposites were produced mixing 2 ml of PZT water

dispersion with 2 ml of polymer dispersion. The mixture was placed in
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Figure 5.2: A picture of a pure PZT disc which was used for the electro-

mechanical measurements.

Powder Sample

Formula ID

Pb(Ti0.48Zr0.52)O3 DP1

Pb(Ti0.25Zr0.75)O3 DP2

Pb(Ti0.75Zr0.25)O3 DP3

BaTiO3 DB4

Table 5.1: Pure piezoelectric discs. PZT were synthetized according to

the EDTA method. BaTiO3 (nanopowder (cubic crystalline phase), < 100

nm particle size (BET), ≥ 99% trace metals basis) was bought from Sigma-

Alrich and was used without any further purification.

a 2 cm sided plastic support and water was slowly evaporated keeping the

sample on a orbital stirrer at room temperature. Once water was completely

removed the plastic support was removed. A picture of one of the samples

produced is reported in Figure 5.3. The polymers which were used are

reported in Table 5.2 with the samples IDs.

5.2.4 PZT/Inorganic Matrixes Nanocomposites

Nanocomposites consisting of Pb(Ti0.48Zr0.52)O3 nanoparticles mixed

with different inorganic matrixes were produced. The discs were prepared

according to the same procedure described for pure piezoelectric powders

after mixing the nanopowder with the matrixes.

PZT nanopowders were mixed with CaCO3 in various ratios, to find out
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Sample Monomers Particle Size

ID Type (nm)

DO1 Et, MMA, AN 150

DO2 EA, BA 300

Table 5.2: A list of the polymers which were used for the preparation of

PZT nanocomposites. All the polymer dispersions were kindly supplied by

BG Polymers (www.bgpol.co.il).

Figure 5.3: A picture a nanocomposite prepared with PZT water disper-

sion and a polymer (DO2).

minimum quantity of piezoelectric material that is necessary to detect an

electric response. A summary of the samples is reported in Table 5.3.

The PZT nanopowders were also mixed in a 1:1 ratio with dry cement.

The mixture discs were again prepared with the same procedure (sample

ID: DE1). Two discs were hydrated for 10 days. After the hydration, the

samples was dried either with paper at room temperature (sample ID: DE2)

or in an oven at 105 ◦C until the weight remained constant (sample ID:

DE3). Finally, the PZT nanopowders were mixed with cement and sand

in a 4:1:3 ratio respectively(sample ID: DS1). Two discs were hydrated for

10 days. After the hydration, the samples was dried either with paper at

room temperature (sample ID: DS2) or in an oven at 105 ◦C until the weight

remained constant (sample ID: DS3).
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Sample % of

ID PZT

DC1 75

DC2 50

DC3 5

DC4 1

Table 5.3: A list of the nanocomposites prepared mixing PZT nanopowders

with CaCO3.

Figure 5.4: Pictures of the apparatus for the electro-mechanical measure-

ments.

5.3 Piezoelectricity Tests: Experimental Setup

The electric response of the pure PZT discs was evaluated by means of

a lab-made apparatus (see Figure 5.4). A piezoelectric disc was placed in a

manual press and electrically insulated. The electrodes on the faces of the

PZT disc were connected to a 24-Bit digital acquisition module (NI 9234,

National Instruments, Austin, TX) coupled with a Hi-Speed USB Carrier

(NI USB-9162). The electrical parameters were controlled with LabVIEW

as it will be discussed in the following, sampling the signal at 50 kHz. A

schematization of the “sandwich” is shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: A schematization of the sandwich prepared for electro-

mechanical measurements.

Figure 5.6: A picture of NI 9234 module.

5.3.1 Hardware

The piezoelectric response of the PZT powder and composites was checked

by means of a 24-Bit National Instruments dynamic signal acquisition mod-

ule (NI 9234, National Instruments, Austin, TX) with four analog input

channels. A picture of the NI 9234 module is shown in Figure 5.6.

The module is designed for dynamic acquisition of signals which require

high accuracy. The precision p of the instrument can be calculated according

to following formula:

p =
A

224,

where A is the amplitude range of the signal recordable. Being A = ±5, the

precision can be estimated in ±600 nV.

A scheme of one of the four channels of the NI 9234 is reported in Figure

5.7. The signals within the passband have frequency-dependent gain or

attenuation. The small amount of variation in gain with respect to frequency
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Figure 5.7: NI 9234 input circuitry for one channel.

Figure 5.8: NI 9234 typical passband flatness.

is called the passband flatness. The digital filters of the NI 9234 adjust the

frequency range of the passband to match the data rate. Therefore, the

amount of gain or attenuation at a given frequency depends on the data

rate. Figure 5.8 shows typical passband flatness for the NI 9234. The

filter significantly attenuates all signals above the stopband frequency. The

primary goal of the filter is to prevent aliasing.

Therefore, the stopband frequency scales precisely with the data rate.

The stopband rejection is the minimum amount of attenuation applied by

the filter to all signals with frequencies within the stopband. Any signal that

appears in the alias-free bandwidth of the NI 9234 is not an aliased artifact

of signals at a higher frequency. The alias-free bandwidth is defined by the

ability of the filter to reject frequencies above the stopband frequency, and

it is equal to the data rate minus the stopband frequency.

The frequency of a master timebase (fM ) controls the data rate (fs)

of the NI 9234. The NI 9234 includes an internal master timebase with a

frequency of 13.1072 MHz.
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5.3.2 Software

The software for the electro-mechanical measurements was developed

with LabVIEW 8.6 (Copyright 2008 c©, National Instruments, Austin, TX)

LabVIEW is a graphic interface programming language that uses icons in-

stead of lines of code to create applications and virtual instruments (VIs).

In contrast to text-based programming languages, where instructions deter-

mine program execution, LabVIEW uses dataflow programming, where the

flow of data determines execution. In LabVIEW, the user builds an inter-

face with a set of tools and objects. The user interface is known as the front

panel. The code is then added using graphical representations of functions

to control the front panel objects. The block diagram contains this code. In

some ways, the block diagram resembles a flowchart.

LabVIEW programs are called VIs, because their appearance and oper-

ation imitate physical instruments, such as oscilloscopes and multimeters.

Every VI uses functions that manipulate input from the user interface or

other sources and display that information or move it to other files or other

computers. A VI contains the following three components:

• The front panel which serves as the user interface.

• The block diagram which contains the graphical source code that

defines the functionality of the VI.

• The icon and connector pane which identifies the VI so that user

can load the VI in another VI. A VI within another VI is called a

subVI. SubVIs correspond to the subroutines in text-based program-

ming languages.

The VI developed for the electro-mechanical tests is made of two distinct

parts: the driver and the data processing unit. A sketch of the first one —

which is the driver that allows the operative system to handle the acquisition

module — is reported in Figure 5.9. Following the flow from left to right,

a channel and the 50 kHz clock are created. The excitation on the channel

and the AC capacitor are disabled. In fact, order to keep the measurement

offset the instrument was working in DC modality.
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Figure 5.9: A schematization of the driver in the VI for the electro-

mechanical measurements.

The data processing unit is shown in Figure 5.10. The data processing

unit is in a while loop so that all the data measured are collected and stored

properly. First, the output file is created and the acquisition starts. The

picture is referred to the first iteration when the “case structure” in the

gray box is “true”. Its value is then set to “false” in the following iterations.

The instruments starts reading the data from the buffer in the module.

50000 samples per second are read. Then the “sample compression” box

calculates the mean value of 1000 points. This procedure is necessary in

order to remove the noisy sinusoidal signal on the data.

5.4 Results

The piezoelectric response of PZT nanodevices can be exploited for pro-

ducing electro-mechanical sensors to be applied in building industry, road

constructions, and dikes’ reinforcement. For this reason we checked the

capability of PZT discs to convert mechanical inputs into electric signals.

Since several data on PZT electro-mechanical properties are available in the

literature (see References [225, 226, 227, 228, 229]), the aim of the measure-

ments performed in this work is to confirm that the piezoelectric capacity
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Figure 5.10: A schematization of the data processing unit in the VI for

the electro-mechanical measurements.

of the synthesized PZT nanoparticles that can be exploited for building

piezoelectric sensors.

In order to find out which composition of the PZT powder is opti-

mal, electro-mechanical measurements have been made with selected PZT

nanopowders with various compositions. The results of the tests are reported

in Figure 5.11. They clearly show that PZT nanoparticles produce the

strongest piezoelectric signal when the ratio between TiIV and ZrIV cations

is 48:52. In this case the voltage reaches ±2 V with jumps of 1.55 ± 0.61

V. The sample DP2, which was prepared with Pb(Ti0.25Zr0.75)O3 powders,

shows peaks of 0.42± 0.15 V with a maximum voltage of 0.75 V. The elec-

tric signals recorded from sample DP3 are even weaker with voltage jumps

of 0.37 ± 0.16 V and a maximum voltage of 0.55 V. Moreover, when the

same apparatus is used to test the electro-mechanical properties of BaTiO3

nanoparticles a weaker signal — which can be compared to the one obtained

from sample DP3 — is recorded. This results thus confirm the data reported

in the literature [230, 231].

When PZT nanoparticles are embedded in CaCO3 matrixes the electric

signal is still recordable. The results of the PZT nanoparticles embedded

in calcium carbonate are reported in Figure 5.12. PZT dilution in an in-

organic matrix results in a slight progressive decrease of the electric signal

recorded. However the 5% PZT in CaCO3 still generates electric signals

when pressed. On the other hand dilution down to 1% results in no signal
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detection. The measurements on the samples prepared with polymers (sam-

ples DO1 and DO2) did not produce any electric response. This is probably

due to the limited hardness of the matrixes which may lead to mechanical

energy dissipation. Despite the efforts for improving the hardness of the

nanoparticles-polymer composites the problem still held. We thus investi-

gated the possibility of incorporating the PZT nanoparticles in extremely

hard material like cement.

PZT-cement composites (see Figure 5.13) show electric activity. Samples

DE1 and DE2 revel the best piezoelectric response with the voltage reaching

±0.6 V. The mean value of the voltage is 0.40 ± 0.20 and 0.46 ± 0.21 V,

respectively. The response obtained from sample DE3 is slightly weaker

reaching a voltage of ±0.5 with an average value of 0.28 ± 0.12. Cement

hydration thus seams not to influence the piezoelectric properties of the

composites. The same does not hold for drying in the oven which results in

a slight decrease of the electro-mechanical response of the composite.

Finally, the nanocomposites with sand were tested. The measurements

did not reveal any electric response. This is probably due to the size of the

sand grains which do not allow a proper compacting of the disc.
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Figure 5.11: Electric voltage (in V) as a function of time, showing

the piezoelectric response of the pure PZT nanopowders prepared with the

EDTA method at different Ti:Zr ratios ((a) 48:52, (b) 75:25 and (c) 25:75),

and of BaTiO3 nanoparticles (d).
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Figure 5.12: Electric voltage (in V) as a function of time, showing the

piezoelectric response of the PZT nanopowders embedded in calcium car-

bonate with different ratios.
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Figure 5.13: Electric voltage (in V) as a function of time, showing the

piezoelectric response of the PZT nanopowders embedded in cement ma-

trixes.





Conclusions

The work which was carried out in the three years of this Ph.D. the-

sis involved the development of a fast and smart synthetic procedure for

the production of PZT nanoparticles, namely the EDTA method. This

synthetic approach was developed in order to be easily scaled-up, starting

from commercially available chemicals. A detailed characterization of the

nanopowders was performed by means of SEM, XRD and PIXE. Further-

more, a lab-made equipment for the measurement of piezoelectric activity

of the nanoparticles produced — embedded in various matrixes — was de-

veloped. The piezoelectric response of the nanoparticles prepared and those

of several PZT-based nanocomposites were thus investigated. These stud-

ies required a deep knowledge of the chemical properties of TiIV and ZrIV

cations. The lab-made apparatus for the piezoelectric measurements was

developed by means of the LabVIEW tools.

We applied a modified complex combustion procedure to titanium and

zirconium alkoxides, in order to produce nanocrystalline PZT materials.

DTG measurements on the precursor powders indicate that the thermal

properties of the precursors, and the molecular weight of the ligands involved

in the stabilization of the cations, strongly affect the crystalline purity of the

final products. In fact, when the enthalpy of combustion of the organic mat-

ter (i.e. the ligand) is large, it is sufficient to trigger the combustion by first

increasing the temperature, and then stop the heating. The heat released by

the burning material will sustain the combustion. Moreover, for the same

reason, a shorter calcination step will be required. Therefore, the advantage

of this hybrid synthetic procedure includes a significant energy saving. PIXE

measurements confirmed that the chemical composition of PZT nanopow-

111
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ders — a key factor for the electro-mechanical properties of these systems

— can be properly controlled with the EDTA method. The composition

of the nanopowders which were produced was thus near the morphotropic

phase boundary where the best piezoelectric response are detected. TEM

measurements revealed that very small nanosized particles are produced be-

fore the calcination step. Obviously, they are subjected to sintering during

the thermal treatment. In fact, scanning electron microscopy confirmed that

calcination results in particle sintering or agglomeration. However, particle

sintering can be limited due to the very short calcination time required in

the EDTA method. The chemical composition of the starting solution, in

particular the ligands involved in the stabilization of the TiIV, ZrIV and

PbII cations, plays a crucial role with respect to crystalline purity of the

calcinated powders. With the EDTA method, highly crystalline powders

were produced. When EDTA is the stabilizer for all cations, its combus-

tion enthalpy is the key factor for producing homogeneous crystalline PZT

nanoparticles.

The possibility of developing a colloidal dispersion on PZT nanoparticles

was investigated. This aspect is extremely important when the piezoelec-

tric properties of PZT must be exploited in nanocomposites. In this case

PZT dispersions can be easily mixed with any kind of matrix precursor —

like the polymer dispersions that we tested — which is dispersed in water.

The agglomerated particles produced with the EDTA method can be easily

dispersed in water, with the help of a suitable surfactant combining both

electrostatic — as revealed by zeta potential measurements — and steric

stabilizing effects. Stable water dispersions of PZT nanoparticles were pro-

duced by means of microfluidization process. These dispersions may be

exploited for functional coating of nanocomposites and/or geotextiles.

The electro-mechanical tests clearly showed that the synthesized PZT

nanoparticles possess a significant piezoelectric activity, greater or equivalent

to that of BaTiO3, depending on the chemical composition of the PZT

nanopowder. The same piezoelectric capacity of the pure powder is retained

in PZT/CaCO3 mixtures for concentrations of PZT larger than 5% w/w and

PZT/cement composites. These results appear to be very interesting and

promising for future applications in remote monitoring of both masonry
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structural integrity and geological activity.
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